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Abstract 

In recent years the interest for smaller, cheaper and more energy efficient vehicles has 

increased significantly. These vehicles are intended to be used in urban areas, where the 

actual need of large heavy cars is generally minor. The travelled distance is on average less 

than 56km during a day and most often there is only one person travelling in the vehicle. Many 

of the established car manufacturers have recently started to take interest into this market 

segment, but the majority of these small vehicles are still manufactured by smaller companies 

at a low cost and with little or no research done on vehicle traffic safety. This may be because 

there are still no legal requirements on crash testing of this type of vehicles.  

This report will examine road safety for Urban Light-weight Vehicle (ULV) to find critical 

crash scenarios from which future crash testing methods for urban vehicles can be derived.  

The term ULV is specific to this report and is the title for all engine powered three- and four-

wheeled vehicles categorized by the European Commission. Other attributes than the wheel 

geometry is engine power and the vehicles unladen mass. The maximum allowed weight for a 

three-wheeled ULV is 1 000kg and 400kg for a four-wheeled one.  

By studying current crash test methods used in Europe by Euro NCAP it has been 

concluded that these tests are a good way of assessing car safety. For light-weight urban 

vehicles it has been concluded that some of these tests need to be changed and that some new 

test scenarios should be added when assessing road safety. The main reasons for this is linked 

to that vehicle’s with a weight difference of more than 150kg cannot be compared with 

current test methods, and that crash tests are performed with crash objects with similar or 

equal mass in current safety assessment programs. This correlates poorly to the traffic 

situation for light-weight urban vehicles since it would most likely collide with a far heavier 

vehicle than itself in an accident event.  

To verify the actual traffic situation in urban areas, accident statistics have been 

examined closely. The research has shown that there are large differences between rural and 

urban areas. For instance; 66% of all severe and fatal traffic accident occurs in rural areas 

even though they are less populated. Even the distribution of accident categories has shown 

different in rural and urban areas. The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 

(UNECE) has defined accident categories in their database which is widely used within the 

European Union. By comparing each accident category’s occurrence, injury and fatality rate, 

the most critical urban accident categories were found in the following order. 

1. Collision due to crossing or turning 

2. Vehicle and pedestrian collision  

3. Rear-end collision  

4. Single-vehicle accident  

5. Other collisions  

6. Head-on collision  
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Statistics also show that of all fatally injured crash victims in urban traffic 

approximately; one third is travelling by car; one third by motorcycle, moped or pedal-cycle; 

and one third are pedestrians. This means that unprotected road travelers correspond to two 

thirds of all fatal urban traffic accidents, a fact that has to be taken into account in future crash 

testing of urban vehicles. With all the information gathered a total of four new crash test 

scenarios for light-weight urban vehicles have been presented: 

• Vehicle-to-vehicle side impact at 40km/h with a 1 300kg striking vehicle to evaluate the 

occupant protection level of the light-weight vehicle. 

• Vehicle-to-motorcycle side impact at 40km/h with motorcycle rider protection evaluation. 

• Pedestrian protection assessment at 40km/h over the whole vehicle front and roof area. 

• Rigid barrier impact at 40km/h corresponding to an urban single vehicle accident with a 

road side object or a collision with a heavier or similar sized vehicle. 
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Introduction 
 

“Reflecting Newton’s laws of motion, 

the results confirm the lesson that bigger, 

heavier cars are safer. Some mini-cars earn 

higher crashworthiness ratings than others, 

but as a group these cars generally can’t 

protect people in crashes as well as bigger, 

heavier models.” [1]  

This is a quote from crash tests 

performed by the Insurance Institute of 

Highway Safety in 2009. Reflecting on this 

we should already have an answer to 

whether light weight vehicles can be made 

safe or not. The tests were performed 

between small and heavy cars, built by the 

same manufacturer, both with good 

individual safety ratings according to 

current crash testing standards.  

But the question is; is it the vehicles 

that are at fault, or is it the crash tests from 

which the vehicles have been designed? 

The scope of this report will be to address 

light-weight vehicle safety. These types of 

vehicles are intended to be used in urban 

areas; therefore the traffic situation in this 

environment will be closely examined. 

The reason why small urban vehicles 

are becoming more popular may be that an 

increasing number of people live their lives 

in urban areas. As a result it becomes more 

and more crowded on urban streets with 

pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicle 

users. This all happens on a very limited 

space.  In addition to the lack of space, new 

economical and ecological demands from 

the public have emerged. This has 

increased the interest in small or even 

Urban Light-weight Vehicles (ULV). 

An advantage with using ULV’s 

instead of regular cars are that they 

consume less energy due to lower weight 

and smaller engines, but also apply less 

tear on the roads, releasing less rubber and 

asphalt particles into the air. Using 

efficient manufacturing methods the 

energy consumed during manufacturing 

can also be reduced [2]. Both economical 

and ecological benefits can be gained by 

choosing low weight urban vehicles. 

Looking at the transportation 

behavior for road vehicle users in Europe, 

each vehicle transports 1.2 persons a 

distance of 56km on an average each day 

[3], both urban and rural traffic included. 

The typical weight of the vehicle 

transporting this one and one-fifth’s 

person is 1 300kg. So the question is; is it 

reasonable to manufacture and use such a 

vehicle to move a person weighing 80kg 

that short distance? 

Examining traffic safety for ULV’s 

will be, as said, the scope of this report. 

Though not a part in any further analysis 

here, it should be mentioned that urban 

vehicle safety should not only be 

concentrated on the vehicle but also on 

how urban planning can improve safety in 

the future.  

Many theories have been tested and 

evaluated past decades with varying 

results. In the first half of the twentieth 

century concepts of segregation between 

pedestrians and traffic where introduced 

[4]. Separation of pedestrians from traffic 

is a persuasive alternative to improve 
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urban safety, but cities where the concept 

has been tried out has shown an increase 

in social problems. 

Another concept is quite the 

opposite, promoting integration instead. 

This concept divides traffic into two 

different zones, a traffic zone and a social 

zone [4]. The traffic zone is the predictable 

zone built up by highways between cities, 

whereas the social zone is the much more 

complex and unpredictable urban areas.  

Surprisingly the social zone 

promotes less signals and signs to enhance 

the driver’s attention towards his 

surroundings. The aim is to increase eye 

contact and interaction between all people 

within the social zone. For this concept to 

work it is necessary to make the transition 

between the traffic zone and social zone 

extra clear, a bit like old city gates [4]. 

This concept has been tested and 

analyzed in countries like Holland and 

Sweden in an EU-sponsored research 

project called Shared-Space [5], and it has 

proven to be a good way of keeping 

accident numbers down in these areas. 

Going back to the vehicle safety 

aspect it has to be clarified that this report 

will only study road safety for car-like 

light-weight vehicles, which means 

vehicles with a distinct occupant 

compartment with safety-belt fitted seats 

and three or four wheels. Two-wheeled 

motorcycles are considered to be such a 

different concept with respect to road 

safety, since the drivers are unbelted, 

wearing helmet and protective clothing, 

that these vehicles will not be included in 

this report other than in the statistical 

survey.  

Figure 1 Smite by Vehiconomics AB 

The workflow in finding all the 

necessary information when determining 

future crash test methods for ULV’s is 

described in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Workflow to determine future crash 

test methods for ULV’s. 
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Chapter One:  

Current Crash Test Methods 
 

The first step in analyzing light-

weight urban vehicle safety is to look into 

the crash test methods currently used 

when assessing vehicle safety, and then 

discuss whether these tests are applicable 

for the testing of light urban vehicles or if 

they should be revised. 

The most widely used vehicle safety 

systems worldwide are those modeled 

after the New Car Assessment Program 

(NCAP), introduced by the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NTHSA) in the U.S in 1979 [6]. This 

program has branched into several 

regional programs including Australia and 

New Zealand (ANCAP), Latin America 

(Latin NCAP), China (C-NCAP) and Europe 

(Euro NCAP). This report will focus on the 

European safety assessment program. 

1.1 European New Car Assessment 

Program 

 

Figure 1.1 Euro NCAP (www.euroncap.com) 

 

Crash tests on cars in the European 

market are most often tested according to 

the Euro NCAP standards. These tests are 

not mandatory, so vehicles are either 

tested on initiative by Euro NCAP or by the 

manufacturers themselves [1]. The tests 

used are based on the Whole Vehicle Type 

Approval (ECWVTA) directive by the 

European Commission [7], which dictates 

the requirements for making a vehicle legal 

for sale within the European Union. Euro 

NCAP’s performance requirements are 

higher than those described in the 

directive, and are constantly increasing to 

inspire safety improvements. Safety 

ratings are reported by star ratings. 

The Euro NCAP tests have undergone 

several evaluations to estimate the 

effectiveness of the test procedures. These 

studies show that every added star 

represents a 12% reduction in collision 

fatality rates [9]. The crash tests conducted 

by Euro NCAP are [10]: 

• Frontal impact into a deformable offset 

barrier at 64km/h. 

• Car to car side impact into the driver’s 

door at 50km/h. 

• Pole side impact into rigid pole at 

29km/h. 

• Pedestrian impact at 40km/h. 

• Rear impact whiplash injury test 

These tests include child protection 

tests and the implementation of active 

safety assisting equipment like electronic 

stability control (ESC), seat belt reminders, 

speed limitation devices and anti-lock 

braking systems (ABS) [10]. Crash test 

scores are then declared with respect to 

and weighed according to: 

• 50% - Adult occupant assessment  

• 20% - Child occupant assessment  

• 20% - Pedestrian assessment 

• 10% - Safety assist assessment 



 

 

The final score is then 

using the weight factors for

categories (see Figure 1.2)

detailed information see Appendix A

 

Figure 1.2 Euro NCAP’s weighing of test results 

from each assessment protocol to obtain the 

final score. 

1.2 Light Urban Vehicles and 

Crash Tests 

The NCAP test procedures are 

widely accepted method in evaluating

safety from which we are getting 

overview of the crash test results

general public. To compare cars 

has divided them into groups 

on weight. Cars which are within 

one another are considered comparable

others are not. This means that a five star 

small car might not be as safe as a five star 

medium-sized or large car. This imposes a 

problem for the implementation of

vehicles in these tests. Good crash test 

results could fairly easy be obtained, but 

only because the light-weight vehicle is 

tested against a similar vehicle. In a real 

life situation the weight difference

between a ULV and a normal

would be far greater.  

A possible result if current crash test 

methods where to be used to test 

could be that vehicles were 

get a good safety rating

4 

then calculated by 

using the weight factors for these four 

). For more 

Appendix A. 

weighing of test results 

from each assessment protocol to obtain the 

Light Urban Vehicles and Current 

procedures are a 

evaluating car 

getting a good 

crash test results for the 

To compare cars Euro NCAP 

into groups depending 

. Cars which are within 150kg of 

one another are considered comparable, 

This means that a five star 

car might not be as safe as a five star 

This imposes a 

implementation of light 

. Good crash test 

results could fairly easy be obtained, but 

weight vehicle is 

gainst a similar vehicle. In a real 

life situation the weight difference 

and a normal-sized car 

A possible result if current crash test 

used to test ULV’s 

 optimized to 

ratings in their 

comparable category, since t

of getting good test results is crucial

any new car models market 

This could very well result in 

poor safety results in real

1.3 Conclusions 

Considering the urban traffic 

situation of ULV’s it can be determined that 

the tests described above

revision. Rather than testing light

urban vehicles against equivalent vehicles

as today, they should pref

against the actual risks in 

environment. 

The scope of this report is to assess 

light-weight urban vehicle safety

Considering what has been discussed

traffic safety is a wide concept

for light-weight urban vehicles

both risk assessments derived from 

traffic situations and the 

safety aspects for this type of vehicles. 

, since the importance 

results is crucial for 

market success [6]. 

This could very well result in extremely 

poor safety results in real-life situations. 

Considering the urban traffic 

it can be determined that 

he tests described above need some 

. Rather than testing light-weight 

equivalent vehicles 

should preferably be tested 

risks in the urban traffic 

The scope of this report is to assess 

urban vehicle safety. 

Considering what has been discussed, 

is a wide concept. Assessing it 

vehicles will include 

both risk assessments derived from related 

traffic situations and the vehicle-related 

for this type of vehicles.  
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Chapter Two:  

Definition of Urban Light-

Weight Vehicles 
 

To create a clear view of what we 

have to work with the term Urban Light-

weight Vehicle (ULV) has to be defined. 

This will show us the platform that will be 

dealt with. Although it is a specific term 

used in this report, the ULV definition is 

based on current European legislations on 

“powered two- and three-wheeled vehicles 

including certain four-wheeled vehicles 

called quadricycles” [11]. The definition can 

be divided into two main parts: Vehicle 

requirements and user requirements. 

The requirements establish whether 

the vehicle fulfills all structural, 

performance and safety regulations 

required in order to be registered as a 

motorized road vehicle according to 

European law.  User requirements are 

dictated by licensing regulations, which 

include minimum allowed user age and the 

maximum allowed vehicle performance 

level that the user is allowed to handle. 

 It has to be mentioned that these 

types of vehicles is not a part of the Whole 

Vehicle Type Approval (ECWVTA) directive 

mentioned in the previous chapter, and is 

thus not required to fulfill the regulations 

on which Euro NCAP is based upon. For the 

present; any crash testing similar to those 

conducted by Euro NCAP has to be made on 

the manufacturer’s initiative. 

 

2.1 Vehicle Categories 

The first step in defining a ULV 

introduces vehicle categories that include 

requirements on vehicle mass and engine 

performance. These categories are dictated 

by European Commission directives 

[11][12][13]. The categories are defined as 

follows: 

• Category L1e – Moped 

Two-wheeler with a maximum speed 

of 45km/h, an internal combustion 

engine capacity of 50cc or less or an 

electric engine with maximum power 

of 4kW. 

 

• Category L2e – Moped 

Three-wheeler with a maximum speed 

of 45km/h, a spark ignition 

combustion engine capacity of 50cc or 

less, an internal combustion or electric 

engine with maximum power of 4kW. 

 

• Category L3e – Motorcycle 

Two-wheeler without sidecar with an 

internal combustion engine  capacity 

greater than 50cc and/or a maximum 

speed exceeding 45km/h. 

 

• Category L4e - Motorcycle 

Two-wheeler with a sidecar with an 

internal combustion engine capacity 

greater than 50cc and/or a maximum 

speed exceeding 45km/h. 

 

• Category L5e – Motor Tricycle 

Symmetrically arranged three-

wheeler with an internal combustion 

engine greater than 50cc and/or a 

maximum speed exceeding 45km/h. 
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Maximum unladen mass of 1 000kg  

 

• Category L6e – Light Quadricycle 

Four-wheeler with a maximum 

unladen mass of 350kg with an 

internal combustion engine capacity  

of 50cc or less, a internal combustion 

or electric engine with maximum 

power of 4kW and/or a maximum 

speed of 45km/h. 

 

• Category L7e - Quadricycle 

Four-wheeler with a maximum 

unladen mass of 400kg or 550kg for a 

goods carrying vehicle. The maximum 

net power allowed is 15kW. 

In addition to these categories there 

are geometrical requirements such as a 

maximum length of four meters, width of 

two meters for three- and four-wheelers. 

The height is set at a maximum of two and 

a half meter [12]. For all of the above, the 

mass of batteries shall not be included for 

electrically powered vehicles. 

2.2 Safety Requirements 

There are no legal requirements 

today concerning crash testing for the 

approval of motorcycles similar to those of 

cars, but there are regulations that specify 

mandatory safety characteristics of vehicle 

parts [13]. These vehicle characteristics 

include specific safety requirements for 

parts like seat belts, windscreens and 

mirrors etcetera. These characteristics 

apply to all vehicle categories previously 

described. 

 

 

2.3 Driving License Requirements 

The rules on driving licenses are, 

according to the European Commission, 

“vital for the European transport policy, 

contributing to improving road safety and 

the freedom of movement for member state 

residents” [14]. The objective is that 

member state driving licenses shall be 

mutually recognized within the European 

Union. Legislated licenses categories are 

[13]:  

• Mopeds: AM 

• Motorcycles: A1, A2 and A 

• Categories B, B1 and BE 

• Categories C1, C1E, D1 and D1E 

Out of these categories, categories 

AM, A1, A2, A, B1 and B are applicable for 

urban light-weight vehicles. The others 

apply for larger heavier vehicles or 

vehicles pulling trailers. The difference 

between the above mentioned license 

categories depend on engine power and 

capacity together with the minimum 

allowed driver age.  

It seems a bit complicated keeping 

track of all the different enactments for all 

of these license categories, but there is 

equivalence between them to make it 

easier. Licenses granted for A and B are 

valid for AM, A1, A2 and B1 respectively.  

In general you may drive any three-

wheeled ULV on a category A-license, and 

any three- or four-wheeled ULV on a 

category B-license, provided you are over 

21 years old. Some local restrictions may 

apply. For younger drivers, more detailed 

licensing information is found in European 

Commission directives [15]. 
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2.4 Summary 

In summary we have the vehicle 

categories that define the basic structural 

appearance, dimensions and performance 

of a ULV. Included to this are the safety 

requirements briefly mentioned. 

In general we have two main vehicle 

geometry setups if two-wheeled vehicles 

are excluded. Both the four-wheeled and 

three-wheeled setup include regular ULV’s 

and moped ULV’s depending on engine 

characteristics. These setups can be 

described as follows: 

• Four-wheeled ULV 

A four-wheeled vehicle with a 

maximum unladen weight of 400kg 

(550kg if registered for goods 

transport). The maximum speed must 

exceed 45km/h and the maximum 

allowed net power is 15kW. 

 

• Three-wheeled ULV 

A symmetrically arranged three-

wheeled vehicle with a maximum 

weight of 1 000kg. The maximum 

speed must exceed 45km/h with an 

internal combustion engine capacity 

greater that 50cc. 

 

• Four-wheeled moped ULV 

A four-wheeled vehicle with a 

maximum unladen weight of 350kg. 

The maximum speed must not exceed 

45km/h with an internal combustion 

engine capacity less that 50cc. The 

maximum allowed net power is 4kW. 

 

• Three-wheeled moped ULV 

A three-wheeled vehicle with 

maximum speed not exceeding 

45km/h and an internal combustion 

engine capacity less that 50cc. The 

maximum allowed net power is 4kW. 

For none of the above is the mass of 

the batteries included, if the vehicle should 

be electrically powered. The maximum 

allowed outer dimensions for the defined 

categories are: 

Length: 4.0m, width: 2.0m, height: 2.5m. 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2.3 The Tata Nano weighing 600kg does 

not classify as a ULV (Tatamotors.com). 

 
Figure 2.2 Ligier X-Too S weighing 345kg 

fulfills the requirements to be defined as a ULV 

(Ligiersverige.se). 

 
Figure 2.1 Despite weighing 795kg the Buddy 

classifies as a ULV since its battery weight is 

excluded (Puremobility.com). 
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Chapter Three:  

Traffic Safety Statistics 
 

Urban light-weight vehicles primary 

area of use is in urban and suburban areas. 

The traffic situation ranging from travel 

through the city with interaction with 

other road users such as cyclists and 

pedestrians to rush hour traffic and traffic 

jams.  

This chapter will address the 

occurrence, injury risk and fatality risk, of 

the most common traffic accidents. It will 

also focus on the differences between urban 

and rural traffic situations. Generally, there 

are more pedestrians and unprotected 

road users in urban areas, so the first step 

is to see whether there are any larger 

differences in the mode of transport and 

accidents involvement.  

In-depth analysis will be conducted 

into each and every of the different 

accident scenarios in an attempt to find as 

many accident variables as possible, 

variables such as collision velocities, 

directions and vehicle weight. The aim is to 

define critical crash scenarios from which 

we can derive crash testing procedures for 

light-weight urban vehicles.  

Before we proceed to present the 

statistical results, it has to be underlined 

that there are uncertainties within this 

data. When recording traffic safety 

statistics, fatalities are almost always 

reported to the police but only half of the 

severe injuries and only a third of light 

injuries are reported [16]. The lack of 

reporting does also vary between motorist 

categories, age and types of accidents. 

Especially pedal cyclists and motorcyclists 

have poor report rates [16]. This poses a 

problem in finding reliable data of the 

most common accident types compared to 

finding the ones with most injuries or 

fatalities. The reason why data over the 

most common accidents are interesting 

depends on the unknown correlation 

between the outcome in standard car 

accidents and urban light-weight vehicle 

accidents. Selecting critical crash scenarios 

on only severe car accidents could result in 

very poor correspondence with real life 

situations for ULV’s. Therefore, efforts have 

been made to find as much data as possible 

of accident occurrence, with the 

knowledge that there are uncertainties for 

the less severe accidents. 

  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 Workflow of determining future crash test methods for light-weight urban vehicles. 
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3.1 Statistical Databases 

Internationally there are several 

different statistical databases with 

separate local definitions of traffic 

accidents and events, and the connection 

between them is not always clear [17]. 

Efforts have been made to increase the 

compatibility by the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).  

The UNECE accident definitions are 

the backbone of the Community database 

on Accidents on the Road in Europe (CARE), 

which is used in several European 

countries, included in the group EU-15 

[17]. Since the CARE-system is so widely 

used and has good compatibility with the 

UNECE-system it will be used when 

examining traffic safety statistics. The 

accident categories according to UNECE 

are declared below:  

• Vehicle and pedestrian collision 

• Single-vehicle accident 

• Rear-end collision 

• Collision due to crossing or turning 

• Head-on collision 

• Other collisions 

3.2 Definition of Accident Categories 

The six accident categories above 

have clear definitions [14] and are chosen 

because they have a good statistical basis 

and since they are easily translated into 

collision testing and simulations.  

• Vehicle and pedestrian collision 

“Accidents involving one or several 

vehicles and pedestrians irrespective 

of whether the pedestrian was 

involved in the first or a later phase of 

the accident and of whether the 

pedestrian was injured or killed on or 

off the road.” [18] 

 

• Single vehicle accident 

“Accidents involving no collision with 

other road users, even though they 

may be involved, i.e. vehicle trying to 

avoid collision and veering off the 

road, or accident caused by collision 

with obstructions or animals on the 

road. Collisions with parked vehicles 

belong to other collision, including 

collision with parked vehicles. “ [18] 

 

• Rear-end collision 

“Accident caused by a rear-end 

collision with another vehicle using 

the same lane of a carriageway and 

moving in the same direction or 

temporarily stopping due to the traffic 

conditions.” [18] 

 

• Collision due to crossing or turning 

“Accident caused by a rear-end or 

head on collision with another vehicle 

moving in a lateral direction due to 

leaving or entry from/to another lane, 

road or premise. Rear end or head on 

collisions with vehicles waiting to turn 

belong to either Rear-end collision or 

Head-on collision.” [18] 

 

• Head-on collision 

“Accident caused by a head on 

collision with another vehicle using 

the same lane of a carriageway and 

moving in the opposite direction or 

temporarily stopping due to traffic 

conditions.” [18] 

 



 

 

• Other Collisions 

“Accident caused by driving side by 

side, while overtaking each other or 

when changing lanes (cutting in on 

someone), or by a rear-end or head

collision with a stationary vehicle 

which stops or parks deliberately and 

not as a result of traffic conditions at 

the edge of a carriageway, on 

shoulders, on marked parking spaces, 

on footpaths or parking sites.

3.3 Comparison of Rural and Urban 

Traffic 

The first step in addressing the 

differences between rural and urban areas

is to establish the modes of transport 

commonly involved in severe 

respective area. 

Statistics show that there are 

major groups of road users 

severe traffic accidents: Car

and two-wheeled vehicles; including pedal 

cycles, mopeds and motorcycles. 

traffic accidents; cars account for the 

majority of all traffic fatalities

Figure 3.2) [14], whereas for 

these three groups represent 

approximately one third each

3.3) [14]. The final group

Figures 3.2-3.3) represents buses, trams, 

trucks etcetera. 

This shows a larger

fatalities for unprotected road users in 

urban areas, so this aspect has to be 

carefully considered in any 

measures made on urban vehicles

Although there is a larger portion of 

unprotected road user fatalities in urban 

areas, the total number of fatalities is
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larger in rural areas. In fact; rural areas 

account for 66% [14] of all severe traffic 

injuries and deaths. At a closer look into 

each specific accident type it shows that 

the fatality rates for rural areas are 

generally higher than those for urban 

traffic (see figure 3.4) [18]. The same 

tendency as for fatalities is seen in injury 

rates. Most rural injury rate figures are 

slightly higher than those for urban traffic 

with the exception of pedestrian collisions 

(see Figure 3.5) [18]. It can be noted that 

2.46% of all accidents in urban traffic 

results in fatalities, while the 

corresponding number for rural traffic is 

8.25% [14]. A possible explanation of the 

differences in urban/rural accident 

outcomes could be that crash severity is 

directly related to the impact velocity [19], 

and rural speed limits are generally higher 

than in cities. Even the risk of being 

involved in a traffic accident increases as 

the velocity increase [19]. 

Next, the most common accidents in 

urban traffic are addressed to get a good 

overview of the accident types that are 

most frequent (see Figure 3.6) [18]. These 

figures are helpful since they are 

independent of individual vehicle safety 

levels, which were discussed in the 

introduction of this chapter.  
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3.4 In-depth Analysis of Accident Categories 

The next step in the statistical 

investigation is a further breakdown of 

each of the individual accident category in 

order to find any parameters that 

potentially affect the outcome in these 

accidents. 

3.4.1 Vehicle and Pedestrian Collision 

Collisions between vehicles and 

pedestrians account for 15.9% of all urban 

accidents (Figure 3.6). On average 1.06 

persons are injured (Figure 3.5) and 5.3% 

of all involved persons die from their 

injuries (Figure 3.4). 

The critical aspect in pedestrian 

collision is velocity and the vehicles ability 

to absorb the impact. Studies have shown 

that injury and death rates for pedestrians 

rapidly increase at velocities exceeding 

32km/h [4]. One explanation to this is that 

the human body is designed to withstand 

an impact at our maximum theoretical 

running speed [4]. 
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In Figure 3.7 [20] the pedestrian 

action taken before being fatally hit by a 

vehicle is shown. Approximately half of the 

accidents occur at or in the near vicinity of 

a pedestrian crossing while the other half 

at locations not intended for pedestrian 

crossing. 

Collisions with pedestrians is a 

major contributing factor to injuries and 

deaths in urban areas, so emphasis has to 

be made on designing ULV frontal and roof 

areas as compliant and protecting as 

possible to prevent severe injuries or 

deaths.  

3.4.2 Single-Vehicle Accident 

Single vehicle collisions are 

responsible for 12.1% of all urban 

accidents. On average 1.20 persons are 

injured and 4.8% of the accidents are fatal. 

In Figure 3.8 [20] the distribution between 

typical struck objects in single vehicle 

accidents are presented. The blue bars that 

represents urban traffic shows that, in 

general, no objects are struck in single-

vehicle accidents (83.4%). The objects that 

are struck are permanent objects (6.9%), 

followed by lamp posts (3.0%), trees 

(2.2%) and road signs and traffic signals 

(1.8%).  

 

Comparing motorway, rural and 

urban statistics show that on motorways 

76.3% of all single-vehicle accidents result 

in either entering a ditch or hitting a 

roadside object. In rural areas this number 

is 65.6% and in urban areas as low as 

16.6%. This shows that the probability of 

striking an object in urban areas is small. 

Note however that roadside objects is less 

prone to deform when hit by a light-weight 

vehicles than for a regular car. 
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3.4.3 Rear-End Collision 

Rear-end collisions are responsible 

for 14.6% of all urban traffic accidents. In 

rear-end collisions vehicle weight is a 

crucial factor. This since the lighter vehicle 

always is subjected to larger velocity 

changes than the heavier one [21]. Rear-

end collisions seldom result in fatalities, 

only 0.8% in urban traffic, but injuries are 

more common; on average 1.41 persons get 

injured. Complex injuries like whiplash 

injuries are very common and do often 

result in life-long pain. In year 1999, 26% 

of drivers in rear-struck vehicles reported 

neck injuries to their insurance companies 

[22]. To prevent these injuries extra 

attention on rear energy absorption zones 

and good seating and headrest design are 

essential to minimize critical accelerations 

[23]. 

3.4.4 Collision due to Crossing or Turning 

Crossing and turning collisions are 

by far the most common traffic accident in 

urban areas. 42.6% of all urban traffic 

accidents are related to this category; the 

fatality rate is relatively low at 1.3% and 

the injury rate lie at 1.33 persons on 

average. 

The definition of the accident 

describes it as head-on or rear end 

collision into the side structure of another 

vehicle when travelling through a road 

crossing or leaving/entering another lane. 

There is a potential risk of the vehicle 

rolling over as a result of side impact, 

depending on vehicle height, width, weight 

and wheel geometry [24]. 

 

3.4.5 Head-on Collision 

As for rear-end collisions vehicle 

weight has a substantial role in head-on 

collision injury outcome. Standard sized 

cars deformation zones are constructed 

with respect to other equal sized vehicles. 

The low mass of an urban light-weight 

vehicle might not be enough to deform a 

standard car’s energy absorption zones 

properly if the ULV were to be constructed 

in the same way.  

Some theories mention that since the 

urban light-weight vehicle might not be 

able to use its own energy absorption 

zones in a head-on collision with an 

average sized car to sufficiently protect its 

occupants, the structural rigidity of the 

ULV should be increased so that the larger 

car absorb most of the kinetic energy [25]. 

It will be as if the standards size car strikes 

and rigid movable object. 

Head-on collisions are the least 

frequent accident in urban traffic 

responsible for 7.2% of all accidents. On an 

average 1.51 persons are injured and 3.5% 

of all are injured fatally. 

3.4.6 Other Collisions 

Collisions defined as other than 

those described are responsible for 7.6% of 

all urban accidents. By definition it 

includes both head-on and rear end 

collisions, but with the difference from 

previously described events that it only 

involves vehicles that “deliberately and not 

as a result or traffic conditions are either 

stopped, parking or parked along the road” 

[14]. 1.8% of all other collisions in urban 



 

 

areas have fatal outcome. The injury rate is 

1.26 persons per accident. 

3.4.7 Collisions with Cycles, Mopeds

Motorcycles 

Though not separated into one own 

accident category in the statistical data

instead included in the overall numbers

the urban/rural comparison has shown 

that these vehicles are a high risk category 

in urban traffic. Similar to pedestrian 

collisions, pedal cycle collisions act more 

towards protecting the people outside the 

vehicle than the ones inside. 

motorcycle collisions on the other hand are

more critical. In high-speed collisio

between motorcycles and 

weight vehicles, both vehicles have

equal weight and little or no ro

energy absorbing zones (see Figure 3.9)

The narrow front areas of motorcycles also 

increase the risk of excessive intrusion of 

the occupant compartment. 

Figure 3.9 Example of motorcycle

collision. (www.dekra.com

The mentioned risk of 

result of side impact is potentially even 

larger in impacts between 

motorcycles than for ULV’s 

cars [24] because of the high impact point 

of the motorcycle rider/riders
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because of the high impact point 

cycle rider/riders.  

3.5 Collision Variables 

Aspects that is important to know 

when defining critical crash scenarios

variables such as collision 

directions and vehicle weight

is that these are often unknown,

good assumptions can be made 

statistical information. 

3.5.1 Vehicle Mass 

The average weight of vehicles in the 

European passenger car fleet is easily 

found. It shows that in the

72.6% of all passenger cars weigh over 

1 000kg [3]. The distribution is shown in 

Figure 3.10. 

This means that with the current 

European passenger car fleet an 

light-weight vehicle will 

encounter a heavier vehicle in most 

collisions, with the exception of

with two-wheeled vehicles. 

32,3%

26,6%

13,7%

Figure 3.10 European vehicle 

fleet weight distribution .

(n=94 313 720)
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3.5.2 Collision Velocities 

Velocity is a large contributory factor 

to both collision outcome and involvement 

[19]. In fatal accidents, exceeding the 

speed limit is the largest contributory 

factor, 28% [26]. Finding a statistically 

reliable database including actual collision 

velocities has proven difficult, possibly 

because it requires detailed collision 

reconstructions by authorities in each 

specific case, which is not always done.  

The common practice is instead to 

specify the roads speed limit where the 

accident happened. The distribution of 

accidents with respect to speed limits is 

presented in Figure 3.11.  

 

This clearly shows a peak at roads 

with a 50km/h speed limit in urban areas, 

and the difference between rural and 

urban areas. 

 

 

3.5.3 Collision Directions 

Collision directions are a very case-

to-case dependant variable, and is thus 

hard to assess with precision. We have four 

main collision directions: front, rear, left 

and right. Looking back at the discussion 

on accident occurrence (Figure 3.6) we can 

define a distribution between vehicle-to-

vehicle collision directions (see Figure 

3.12). 
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3.6 Summary 

The results gathered show the 

distribution between different accident 

types. The categories that have been found 

using the definitions by the United Nations 

Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) 

are: 

• Vehicle and pedestrian collision 

• Single-vehicle accident 

• Rear end collision 

• Collision due to crossing or turning 

• Head-on collision 

• Other collisions 

The statistical survey includes both 

urban and rural statistics to illustrate the 

different traffic and accident situations 

between the two. Emphasis will be on 

urban traffic since Urban Light-weight 

Vehicles (ULV) are intended to be used in 

such areas. 

The statistics clearly shows that 

collision due to crossing or turning is the 

most frequent accident categories in urban 

traffic with 42.6% of all urban accidents. 

The obtained accident distribution is as 

follows, in order of occurrence: 

1. Collision due to crossing or turning 

- 42.6% of all accidents 

- 1.33 persons injured/accident 

- 1.3% is fatal 

2. Collision between vehicle and 

pedestrian  

- 15.9% of all accidents 

- 1.06 persons injured/accident 

- 5.3% is fatal 

 

 

3. Rear end collision  

- 14.6% of all accidents 

- 1.41 persons injured/accident 

- 0.8% is fatal 

4. Single-vehicle accident  

- 12.1% of all accidents 

- 1.20 persons injured/accident 

- 4.8% is fatal 

5. Other collisions  

- 7.6% of all accidents 

- 1.26 persons injured/accident 

- 1.8% is fatal 

6. Head-on collision  

- 7.2% of all accidents 

- 1.51 persons injured/accident 

- 3.5% is fatal 

These results will be used in the next 

chapter to weigh the accident types against 

one another when defining the critical 

crash scenarios. 
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Chapter Four:  

Defining Critical Urban Crash 

Scenarios 
 

The results gathered in the previous 

chapter will set the foundation for the 

definition of future crash testing methods of 

urban light-weight vehicles. Since it is not 

feasible to test vehicles in all possible crash 

scenarios, they have to be weighed against 

one another to find the most critical ones 

with respect to occurrence, injuries and 

fatalities. The weighing will be used for 

choosing scenarios that devoted extra 

attention in the simulations. The aim with 

the simulations is to find parameters that 

shall be considered when constructing new 

urban vehicle crash test methods. 

4.1 Weighing of Crash Scenarios 

The weighing will be carried out 

using the data found in the urban traffic 

accident statistics. Each accident category 

has an individual occurrence frequency 

together with an individual injury and 

fatality rate. If involved in an urban traffic 

accident, the likelihood of what accident 

type and the risk of you being injured or 

killed will determine how critical each 

accident type is considered to be. The 

result will be called the weight index. 

�� = ��,���	
��� ∙ ���,���
� + ���,������ 

� = ��∑ ��  

Equation 4.1 The accident weight index, and 

the weighing between them. 

The term k is referred to as the 

marginal rate of substitution, which in this 

case has an ethical aspect to it [27]. It is a 

priority measure regarding how much 

more important the general public 

considers the prevention of death prior the 

prevention of injuries while maintaining 

the same level of contentedness. For traffic 

accidents this number is approximately 3.6 

[27]. Fitting Equation 4.1 with the collected 

data, we get the following results for our 

different accident categories: 

1. Collision due to crossing or turning 

w = 44.6% 

2. Vehicle and pedestrian collision 

w = 15.1% 

3. Rear end collision 

w = 13.0% 

4. Single-vehicle accident 

w = 12.6% 

5. Other collisions 

w = 7.7% 

6. Head-on collision 

w = 7.0% 

4.2 Conclusions 

Collisions due to crossing or turning 

are evidently the most critical accident 

type. In the proceeding chapter we will use 

the weighing results. The simulations will 

concentrate on the ones including vehicle-

to-vehicle impacts: 

• Side-impact simulations,  

corresponding to collisions due to 

turning or crossing. These simulations 

will include analyses of a light vehicle 

being struck by heavier vehicles, and 

analyses of a light vehicle being hit by 

a motorcycle. 
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• Barrier impact simulations, 

corresponding both to the ULV 

striking another vehicle in a side-

impact and also striking a fixed object 

in a single-vehicle accident. 

 

• Rear end impact simulation, 

corresponding to a ULV being struck 

from behind by another vehicle. 

Vehicle and pedestrian collisions will 

not be simulated, since the outcome of 

such accidents depend so much on vehicle 

geometry, regarding bumpers, bonnets and 

windscreens etcetera. The results would be 

very uncertain and therefore not add any 

useful information for the ULV-segment as 

a whole.  
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Chapter Five: Crash 

Simulations 
 

The simulations that will be 

performed are side-, rigid barrier- and rear-

end impact simulations. These simulations 

are parametric studies and do not include 

any in depth structural analysis of any 

specific vehicle body or structure. The aim 

is to get an overview and to find if there 

are any vehicle design parameters that 

should be avoided or recommended. 

 In the model the vehicle are 

considered as having deformation areas 

that undergoes the crushing process, while 

the rest of the vehicle is considered as a 

rigid body. The position of the vehicle’s 

center of mass is considered as fixed to the 

undeformed part of the vehicle [28]. 

This report does not include any in 

depth analysis of occupant crash responses 

such as head accelerations or forces on 

body parts. The error margin in such 

numerical calculations is considered too 

large to give any useful traffic safety 

information. Such analyses are better 

performed on specific vehicles, using 

either computer aided crash simulators or 

performing real crash tests. 

Light-weight urban vehicles will be 

tested using the Accident Variables derived 

in Chapter 3, Section 5, which declared 

collision weights, velocities and directions. 

Until further studies are made into specific 

urban light-weight vehicles, well known or 

assumable parameters for the vehicles are: 

 

• Vehicle weight 

• Vehicle velocity 

• Vehicle direction 

Other parameters that are vaguer 

and need to be assessed over different 

configurations and evaluated during 

calculations are: 

• Vehicle dimensions 

• Vehicle center of mass 

• Impact location 

• Coefficient of restitution, e 

• Structural index, β 

The coefficient of restitution 

correlates to the deformation structure’s 

elasticity and the structural index to its 

stiffness. Approximate values of these 

parameters can be found in literature 

[24][28]. For a more detailed description 

of all crash simulations, see Appendix B. 
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5.1 Side-Impact Simulations 

In a side impact collision the urban 

light-weight vehicle is struck by another 

vehicle. The involved vehicles travel at a 

specific velocity and direction, 

perpendicular to each other. Because of the 

occupants near proximity to the vehicles 

side structure and because of the small 

space for energy absorbing areas the 

collision situation is generally more critical 

for the occupants in the struck vehicle.  

Figure 5.1 shows how the velocity 

changes for two vehicles during the 

duration of the impact. The blue line 

represents the lighter of the vehicles, 

which because of its lower weight are 

exposed to a larger velocity change. This 

relationship is derived using Newtonian 

mechanics (see Equation 3.1). 

∆������ = � ���������� + ������� ������� − ������ 

 

Equation 3.1 The change in velocity using 

Newton’s principle of conservation of 

momentum [29]. 

5.1.1 Approach 

The side impact model includes 

several different crash configurations. One 

vehicle is standing still and being struck 

sideways at different impact locations. The 

direction of the struck vehicle for this 

model is defined as parallel to the x-axis of 

a coordinate system (Oxy) with origin (O) 

where the resultant of the contact force is 

applied (see the red dot in Figure 5.2). In 

this coordinate system the striking vehicle 

approaches from the bottom, or in the y-

direction, with a velocity and direction 

perpendicular to the struck vehicle. 

 

 

Another part of the side impact 

model is to examine the effect of non-

central side impact collisions. With respect 

to weight difference, vehicle geometry and 

impact location we will see different 

results on lateral and angular 

accelerations. A part of this evaluation is to 

verify where there are best to place the 

occupants in the vehicle. In all calculations 

that follow the weight an occupant of 80kg 

will be included in the model to the total 

weight of the vehicle. 

5.1.2 Methodology 

The model for simulating real crash 

situations is based on an offset collision 

model [30]. It is very unusual that the 

velocity vectors of the two colliding 

vehicles pass through the center of mass of 

one another. By using the relative velocity 

and vehicle weight together with the 

location of both vehicles center of mass 

accelerations, velocity changes and lateral- 

and angular acceleration can be calculated. 

 
Figure 5.1 An example-plot of the velocity 

changes on two colliding vehicles with different 

mass in a 40km/h impact. 
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The model is seen as a deformable 

vehicle striking a light-weight rigid block, 

where the struck vehicle occupant 

compartment is considered as a rigid 

block. This will show how lateral and 

angular accelerations depend on impact 

location and the weight difference between 

the two vehicles. It also shows what can be 

made to decrease these types of 

accelerations. 

 

 

In a side impact collision a plausible 

scenario is that the initial impact is 

followed by a rollover of the struck vehicle 

[24]. This applies especially to narrow-

tracked vehicles and vehicles with a high 

center of mass. Parameters used in the 

rollover model to evaluate the struck 

vehicles behavior when hit side-ways are 

weight differences, geometry, inertia 

properties, impact eccentricity and tire to 

road friction [24] (see Figure 5.3). In the 

simulations the vehicle’s center of mass is 

located at a height of 0.60m above the 

ground. 

Further the analysis also includes the 

event of a motorcycle striking the vehicle. 

The motorcycle collision is considered as a 

two impact model, the first when the 

motorcycle strikes the vehicle and the 

second when the rider strikes the vehicle 

(see Figure 5.4). In this model the 

motorcycle impact is assumed to be level 

with the struck vehicle’s center of mass 

with the rider striking at varying heights. 

The mass of the motorcycle is set at 100kg. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 The critical rollover velocity model 

side impact with a motorcycle. 

Figure 5.3 The critical rollover velocity model 

for side impact with a car. 

 
Figure 5.2 Definitions of the side impact 

collision models parameters and coordinate 

system. 
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5.1.3 Side Impact Results 

Simulations performed with respect 

to the weight difference between the 

vehicles, show that the heavier the striking 

vehicle gets the higher the accelerations 

and velocity change on the struck vehicle 

becomes, just as Newton’s theory claims. In 

Figure 5.5 several crash pulses at varying 

weight differences but with the same 

deformation lengths are presented. If we 

look at the line marked with a weight 

difference of 0kg a peak acceleration of 

approximately 22g. By increasing the 

weight difference by 150kg the peak 

acceleration increase to 29g, a raise of 7g. 

By increasing the weight difference further 

to 300kg the peak acceleration rise with 4g 

up to 33g. This declining tendency 

continues up to very large weight 

differences. 

In Figure 5.6 the velocity change 

corresponding to the acceleration curves in 

Figure 5.5 is presented. The figure shows 

the vehicles change in velocity over the 

duration of the impact. At t=0ms is the 

respective vehicles pre-impact velocities, 

and at t=75ms their velocity when they no 

longer remain in full contact. The blue line 

represents the lighter of the two vehicles 

with is weight difference noted to the right. 

Each blue line is related to one of the gray 

lines according to the bottommost blue 

line relate to the bottommost of the gray 

line, and the topmost blue line to the 

topmost gray line et cetera. 

Similar to the acceleration curve we 

can note that effects on velocity change is 

largest at the lowest weight differences 

and then decline towards a maximum 

value. The red dashed line in Figure 5.6 

shows the bullet (striking) vehicle’s pre-

impact velocity. The reason why the blue 

line exceeds above this line is because of 

the spring-back or elasticity of the 

deformation structures. 

 

 

From the results showed in Figure 

5.5 & 5.6 it can be concluded that for a 

light-weight vehicle colliding with a car 

weighing from 300kg up to 1350kg more, 

Figure 5.6 How the vehicle velocity change 

depend on the weight difference between the 

colliding vehicles in a 40km/h impact. 
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Figure 5.5 How the lateral accelerations on the 

struck vehicle depend on the mass ratio between 

the colliding vehicles in a 40km/h impact.  
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the differences in acceleration are not that 

large; approximately in the magnitude of 

7g’s. One observation on this fact is that the 

accelerations inflicted to a ULV driver 

would not be that much worse than those 

on a driver in a standard small sized car in 

a collision with a large sports utility vehicle 

(SUV). 

Other interesting results from the 

simulations show that collisions with low 

weight vehicles with small deformation 

zones, such as motorcycles and other ULV’s, 

may generate equal or even higher 

accelerations in side impacts for short 

durations (see Figure 5.7). Here we can see 

that if the deformation length were 

increased from 0.10m to 0.25m, the peak 

acceleration of the vehicle would decrease 

from 67g to 25g.  

The best measure to prevent these 

accelerations is thus to increase the length 

of the energy absorbing areas to the 

vehicle side structures as much as possible. 

 

For an offset side impact the struck 

vehicle will be subjected to angular 

accelerations, with a magnitude depending 

on the impact location. Also, different parts 

of the vehicle will have different 

acceleration magnitudes and acceleration 

directions. Lateral and angular 

accelerations in offset impacts depend on a 

large number of parameters such as outer 

dimensions, weight, center of mass 

location, occupant locations, occupant 

weights and the number of occupant’s and 

impact location et cetera. A few of these 

vehicle geometries and impact scenarios 

are presented in Figure 5.8 to 5.12. More 

impact scenarios are presented in 

Appendix B. 

In Figure 5.8 a four-wheeled vehicle 

seen from above is featured. The vehicle is 

impacted by a heavier vehicle at a 

rearward location marked with a red ring 

and arrow. The vehicle has its center of 

mass positioned at its lengthwise center 

position (50/50). It is seated by two 

occupants in a tandem configuration, 

which is marked with x. In the upper left 

corner of the figure the mean and 

maximum angular (α) and lateral (a) 

accelerations are presented. To the right is 

the impact velocity (v) and weight 

difference (m1-m2) presented. At the 

bottom the resulting acceleration 

multipliers inflicted on the occupants is 

presented. These numbers are multipliers 

to the acceleration of the vehicles center of 

mass (a). To exemplify from Figure 5.8, the 

maximum acceleration of the vehicle’s 

center of mass is 17g. This means that the 

acceleration on the driver is 17.0g 

multiplied by 0.808 which equals to 13.7g 

 
Figure 5.7 Crash pulses from being stuck by an 

equal mass vehicle, and how the acceleration 

depends on the total deformation length. 
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with the direction as the blue arrow linked 

to the driver shows.  

This shows that the passenger closest 

to the impact and farthest from the center 

of mass is exposed to accelerations almost 

two times those on the vehicle’s center of 

mass. The reason for this will be discussed 

after all Figures 5.9-5.12 have been 

presented. 

In Figure 5.9 we have the same 

vehicle but with side-by-side seating 

instead of tandem. Despite having the same 

geometry and impact location we notice 

clear changes in the accelerations inflicted 

to the occupants. The magnitudes for the 

passenger have decreased to the same 

level as for the driver, which have 

increased slightly. The directions of the 

accelerations have also changed according 

to the blue arrows in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 5.10 A three-wheeled vehicle with 

tandem seating being side-impacted at the rear. 
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Figure 5.9 A four-wheeled vehicle with side-by-

side seating being side-impacted at the rear. 
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Figure 5.8 A four-wheeled vehicle with tandem 

seating being side-impacted at the rear by a 

heavier vehicle. 
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Figure 5.10 depicts a three-wheeled 

vehicle with one single front wheel and 

tandem seating. The center of mass has 

been shifted to a more rearward position 

to one third’s length (1/3) from the rear. 

Note that the distance between the 

occupants and the center of mass are 

identical to the first example in Figure 5.8, 

and will so remain in the preceding 

examples unless otherwise mentioned.  

This positioning is based on three-wheeled 

vehicle handling and performance 

literature [35]. 

The results in Figure 5.10 are fairly 

similar to the ones in Figure 5.8. There are 

some small deviations regarding the 

angular accelerations. The acceleration 

multipliers on the occupants are also 

relatively similar. These small changes are 

related to different inertia properties of 

the two vehicle geometries. However, if the 

impact specifications are changed so that 

the impact is located at a forward position 

(as shown in Figure 5.11) we see a large 

increase in angular accelerations (α) on the 

vehicle. This large increase in angular 

acceleration depends on the long distance 

between the impact point and the vehicles 

center of mass together with the yaw 

inertia properties of a triangular volume. 

(Note: Yaw is the axis coming out of the 

paper and originates from the center of 

mass). 

A second three-wheeled vehicle 

geometry where there are two front 

wheels and one rear wheel is featured in 

Figure 5.12. Here the center of mass has 

been shifted towards the front of the 

vehicle; to two third’s length (2/3) from the 

rear. Note that we have reverted to the 

rearward side-impact scenario. 

Looking at the angular accelerations 

(α) we note the same attributes as in 

Figure 5.11. We also see a significant 

increase on the acceleration multiplier for 

the passenger at 3.4 times the acceleration 

on the center of mass (a). This is also 

linked to the inertia properties of the 

triangular-shaped vehicle. 

Parameters that have been shown to 

affect the angular accelerations and the 

acceleration multipliers on the occupants 

are impact location and vehicle geometry. 

Looking at the four examples in Figure 5.8-

5.12, especially Figure 5.9 and 5.11, it is 

seen that the effect of the impact location is 

generally less critical for the occupant 

seated closest to the vehicle’s center of 

mass. 

In Figure 5.13 a possible version of a 

three-wheeled vehicle similar to the Smite 

featured in the introduction of this report. 

Here is the center of mass located further 

back because of the vehicles rear-mounted 

engine. The result of this is that the 

occupants are seated closer to the center of 

mass, thus decreasing the acceleration 

magnitudes compared to the set-up in 

Figure 5.12.  

Conclusively one can note that the 

acceleration magnitude is very much 

dependant on impact location, which is a 

parameter that is hard to predict in real life 

situations. The best overall solution to 

improve side impact safety is to place the 

occupants as close to the vehicles center of 

mass as possible. For very light-weight 

vehicles this action occurs automatically 

because of the large effect the occupant 

weight has to the total mass of the 

occupied vehicle. 
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5.1.4 Critical Rollover Velocity Results for 

a Four-Wheeled Vehicle 

Simulations on critical rollover 

velocities show that for a small light-

weight vehicle there is an imminent risk of 

rolling over due to a side impact. 

Parameters that have been analyzed which 

affect the rollover stability is: track width, 

weight difference and impact location 

height around the center of mass (CG). In 

Figure 5.14 the results for a 1.3m wide 

four-wheeled vehicle, being struck at the 

side, is presented. The contours in the 

figure show the critical rollover velocity 

and how it depends on weight difference 

between the vehicles (x-axis) and the 

impact location height (y-axis, zero is level 

with center of mass). By picking one 

specific weight difference in the figure one 

can receive the critical rollover velocity at 

different impact location heights.  

As an example we can study a four-

wheeled vehicle weighing 1 050kg less 

than the striking car. When impacted at a 

height of 0.30m above its center of mass, 

the critical rollover velocity for the struck 

vehicle is approximately 30km/h (white 

arrow in Figure 5.14). 

Figure 5.13 A three-wheeled vehicle with 

shifted center of mass and occupant location. 
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Figure 5.12 A three-wheeled vehicle with 

tandem seating being side-impacted at the rear. 
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Figure 5.11 A three-wheeled vehicle with 

tandem seating being side-impacted at the front. 
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Another scenario is that the impact is 

located at a very low height relative to the 

center of mass. The result of this is that the 

struck vehicle overturns towards the 

striking vehicle, if possible. One can also 

note that if the impact is located at a height 

close to the center of mass (±0.05m) the 

rollover velocity is above 100km/h (orange 

in figure). In this case the struck vehicle is 

exposed to a sliding motion after the 

impact as long as it does not hit any 

roadside object. 

In Figure 5.15 the rollover velocity 

results from a motorcycle side-impact, 

with one rider, is presented. The figure 

shows how the rollover velocity depends 

on the mass of the struck vehicle and the 

height of which the motorcycle rider 

impacts. 

 

The involved vehicles in this 

scenario have much smaller weight 

differences than in the ULV-to-car scenario. 

Simulations show that the critical rollover 

aspects are not the motorcycle impacting 

the vehicle, but the occupant impacting the 

vehicle.  

An example from Figure 5.15 is a 

150kg vehicle being struck by a 

motorcycle. If the rider impacts at a height 

of 0.50m above the vehicles center of mass 

the critical rollover velocity is 50km/h 

(marked with a black arrow in Figure 5.15). 

Since it has been concluded that it is 

the rider and not the motorcycle impact 

that is most critical, a scenario where two 

riders are mounted on the motorcycle have 

been analyzed. The results from this 

analysis are presented in Figure 5.16. A 

comparison with Figure 5.15 shows that 

the critical rollover velocity decreases 

significantly. Using the same crash setup as 

in the previous example, except that there 

are two riders mounted on the motorcycle 

results in a critical rollover velocity of 

32km/h. 

Figure 5.15 Critical rollover for a four-wheeled 

vehicle being struck by a motorcycle. 
Figure 5.14 Critical rollover velocity for a four-

wheeled vehicle being struck by a car. 
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To summarize the results of the four-

wheeled vehicle side-impact scenario we 

can see that there is a high risk of rolling 

over at low velocities depending on vehicle 

mass. More simulation results on other 

four-wheeled vehicle setups are presented 

in Appendix B. 

 

5.1.5 Critical Rollover Velocity Results for 

a Three-Wheeled Vehicle 

In addition to the four-wheeled 

geometry the three-wheeled vehicle 

geometry is analyzed in the simulations. 

Symmetrical three-wheeled vehicles have 

less side stability than four-wheeled ones 

with the same track width because of one 

less wheel. Figure 5.17 shows the 

simulation results for critical rollover 

velocity for a three-wheeled vehicle with a 

track width of 1.3m. 

 

The same crash setup used in the 

four-wheeler example shows a critical 

rollover velocity for the three-wheeled 

vehicle of approximately 25km/h. So the 

rollover velocity is slightly lower for the 

three-wheeled vehicle. 

The same pattern in the results is 

seen for motorcycle side collisions (see 

Figure 5.18 & 5.19). A 150kg ULV being hit 

by a motorcycle with one rider at 0.50m 

above its center of mass has a critical 

Figure 5.17 Critical rollover velocity for a three-

wheeled vehicle being struck by a car. 

Figure 5.16 Critical rollover velocity for a four-

wheeled vehicle being struck by a motorcycle 

with two riders. 
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rollover velocity of 37km/h (black arrow in 

Figure 5.18), and 22km/h if there are two 

riders (black arrow in Figure 5.19),. 

 

 

For offset side impacts the critical 

rollover velocity tends to increase the 

further away from the center of mass the 

impact occurs, meaning that central side 

impacts is more critical than an offset one 

with respect to the rollover threshold. 

More simulation results on other 

light-weight vehicle geometries can be 

found in Appendix B. 

5.1.6 Conclusion 

It can be concluded that both car and 

motorcycle side impacts are critical to a 

struck light-weight vehicle, especially 

when the weight difference between the 

vehicles increase or when the deformation 

zone length decrease. Offset impacts can 

make the side collision even more critical 

because of both large lateral- and angular 

accelerations. The best way to minimize 

accelerations on the occupants is to place 

them as close as possible to the center of 

mass. There is also a large risk for smaller 

light-weight vehicles rolling over as a 

result of a side impact in relatively low 

velocities, which would result in more 

movement of the occupants. 

  

Figure 5.19 Critical rollover velocity for a three-

wheeled vehicle being struck by a motorcycle 

with two riders. 

Figure 5.18 Critical rollover velocity for a three-

wheeled vehicle being struck by a motorcycle. 
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5.2 Rigid Barrier Impact Simulation 

It has been mentioned earlier that 

one possible solution in making urban 

light-weight vehicles safer in vehicle-to-

vehicle impacts with heavier cars, is to 

make it stiffer so that is uses the heavier 

cars energy absorbing zones to decrease 

accelerations. This approach conflicts with 

the rigid barrier scenario, since it would 

result in excessive accelerations in such a 

stiff vehicle hitting a rigid barrier. So it is 

thus important to make a compromise 

between rigidity and compliance. The 

preferred solution would be a rigid safety 

cell around the occupants surrounded by a 

compliant energy absorbing cell around it. 

5.2.1 Approach 

Since the concept of urban light-

weight vehicles promotes small vehicles, 

space for energy absorbing zones will be 

an important factor in a rigid barrier 

impact. Results as accelerations and forces 

imposed on the vehicle are of interest, and 

they are depending on vehicle velocity, 

weight and the maximum deformation 

length of the energy absorbing areas. 

 

5.2.2 Methodology 

The model for the rigid barrier 

impact is a spring/damper mass model 

[28] (see Figure 5.18). Variable parameters 

are impact velocity, deformation length, 

structural stiffness and restitution. The 

impact force is derived from the mass of 

the vehicle and the deceleration of the 

vehicle (see Equation 5.2). 

! = �" 

 

Equation 5.2 Newton’s second law. 

  

 
 

Figure 5.18 The spring/damper-mass model 

used for rigid barrier impact simulations. The 

occupant compartment is considered as an 

undeformable part of the vehicle. 
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5.2.3 Rigid Barrier Impact Results 

The results from the simulations are 

shown in Figure 5.19. It shows how the 

magnitude of the maximum deceleration (y-

axis) depends on the crush distance (x-axis) 

of the energy absorbing zones and the 

impact velocity (blue diagonal lines) (see 

Figure 5.9). By following each individual 

impact velocity line to a specific point you 

can derive the maximum deceleration at a 

specific deformation length. 

Rigid barrier experiments have been 

performed in another earlier report on the 

subject of light-weight vehicle safety [31]. 

These experiments where performed on a 

vehicle rig representing a similar geometry 

as in Figure 5.18 (Smite). The experiments 

showed that if the vehicle where subjected 

to a crash pulse with a maximum 

deceleration of 40g, good crash test results 

could be achieved. Using this deceleration 

level as a reference in Figure 5.19 for a 

40km/h rigid barrier impact, the minimal 

deformation length is obtained. In this case 

23cm (marked with a red arrow). Since the 

material in the crush zone cannot be 

crushed to zero thickness, the 

recommended length of the energy 

absorbing zone should be at least about 

30cm.  

5.2.4 Conclusions 

From the rigid barrier impact 

simulations it is found that with fairly 

short frontal deformation zones one can 

achieve collision characteristics similar to 

those of a cargo truck, and that a fairly 

small increase of the crush zone rapidly 

improves these characteristics, as seen in 

Figure 5.19.  

 
Figure 5.19 The peak acceleration dependency on the length of the deformation and the impact velocity 

in a rigid barrier impact (logarithmic scale). 
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5.3 Rear-End Impacts 

A rear-end impact scenario can be 

describes as that the fore vehicle is caught 

up by another vehicle from the rear. 

Critical variables in this type of collision 

are impact velocity, deformation length and 

vehicle weight differences. All of these 

variables affect the acceleration levels that 

the occupants are subjected to. 

In physical crash testing of rear-end 

impacts a sled fitted with the vehicle seat is 

used. This sled is subjected to predefined 

crash pulses [23] with low, medium or high 

severity. The low severity pulse used 

accelerates the sled to approximately 

∆v=16km/h in 100ms, and the high severity 

pulse to approximately ∆v=25km/h in 

100ms [23][36]. This data is used as a 

reference for the rear-end impact results. 

5.3.1 Approach 

The collision is assumed to be 

central, so that the striking vehicle hits the 

struck vehicle center at the rear (see Figure 

5.20). 

Another assumption made in the 

simulations is that the contact area of the 

two vehicles is equally large, meaning that 

aspects such as local deformation on the 

wider vehicle is not taken into account. 

 

 

5.3.2 Methodology 

The method for simulating a rear-

end impact is a spring/damper-mass 

model with two masses and two springs 

and dampers facing each other [30]. The 

springs and dampers represent the energy 

absorbing structures of the vehicles.  

The simulation is performed using 

the parameters, coefficient of restitution 

and structural index. Both these 

parameters are assumed to be the same in 

both vehicles in these simulations.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.20 Rear-end impact model. 
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Figure 5.21 Rear-end impact simulation results showing the velocity change for the struck vehicle in a rear-

end impact. The crash velocity change limits (gray area) are derived from current whiplash testing 

procedures used by Euro NCAP. 

5.3.3 Rear Impact Results 

The velocity change of the struck 

vehicle has been investigated as function of 

the weight difference between the 

impacting vehicles and the impact velocity. 

These results are presented in Figure 5.21.  

The blue contour lines show the velocity 

change (∆v) for the rear-struck vehicle at a 

specific weight difference and impact 

velocity. 

For two equal mass vehicles a low 

severity crash pulse (∆v=16km/h) is 

obtained in a 32km/h impact, which means 

that the two vehicles share the change in 

velocity equally. If there is a 300kg weight 

difference the same ∆v of 16km/h is 

reached at a 23km/h impact velocity and 

with a 600kg weight difference it is 

reached at a 21km/h impact velocity. 

Increasing the weight difference further 

eventually leads to that ∆v subside towards 

the initial impact velocity. 

The velocity change reached by 

being hit by a 1 900kg SUV in a 1 150kg car, 

compared to being hit by a 1 900kg SUV in 

a 400kg ULV are not that big (see Figure 

5.21). 

5.3.4 Rear Impact Conclusions 

Conclusively we see that the largest 

effects on the velocity change during an 

impact are seen already at relatively small 

weight differences. The change in velocity 

then subside at larger weight differences.  
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5.4 Crash Simulation Conclusions and 

Design Recommendations 

As all the simulations have been 

performed, results from side-, rigid barrier 

and rear-end impacts have been presented. 

The effect of the weight difference has 

been verified, showing that the impact 

accelerations on the lighter vehicle quickly 

increase with an increasing weight ratio. 

To spare occupant from further increases 

in offset side impacts, vehicles should be 

designed to have the occupants located 

close to the vehicles center of mass. 

Looking at the front structure of 

light-weight urban vehicles there should at 

least be a 30cm energy absorbing zone 

fitted, to make the vehicle safer in 

collisions with stiff and heavy objects. 

Ways to improve rear-end collision 

protection should be targeted at rear crush 

zones and at good seat and headrest 

design. Already from weight differences of 

300kg and above between the involved 

vehicles the struck vehicle suffers most of 

the velocity change. 

 

 



 

 

Chapter Six:  

Future Crash Test Scenarios

for Urban Light-Weight

Vehicles 
 

The information gathered

statistics and simulations has been

suggest new recommendations to

test methods for urban 

vehicles. These test methods are

additions, or replacements, to current 

crash test methods. 

6.1 Recommended New Test Scenarios

It has been concluded 

crash test methods that are used on cars 

today need some revision

represent the actual traffic situation

vehicles used primarily in cities

suggested new tests are similar to the ones 

used today, and they should preferably be 

performed by a recognized org

such as Euro NCAP or similar

credibility reasons and because they 

already possess considerable knowledge of 

vehicle safety.  

The biggest difference between the 

suggested urban vehicle crash

the present car crash test program

much more emphasis has to

protect crash victims outside the vehicle,

such as pedestrians and pedal

motorcycle users. One possible way to

encourage vehicle manufacturers to do so 

could be to change the current weighing of 

crash test results. Today 70%

score comes from adult and child occupant 
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Scenarios 

Weight 

he information gathered from 

has been used to 

ew recommendations to crash 

urban light-weight 

are suggested 

, or replacements, to current 

Test Scenarios 

concluded that current 

that are used on cars 

ion to better 

traffic situation for 

primarily in cities. The 

new tests are similar to the ones 

used today, and they should preferably be 

a recognized organization 

or similar, both for 

and because they 

already possess considerable knowledge of 

difference between the 

vehicle crash tests and 

car crash test program is that 

has to be taken to 

outside the vehicle, 

such as pedestrians and pedal- and 

One possible way to 

vehicle manufacturers to do so 

could be to change the current weighing of 

70% of the total 

score comes from adult and child occupant 

protection assessment, and only 

pedestrian protection assessment. 

Increasing the effect from

pedestrian test scores could be one 

possible solution in promoting

pedestrian protection for urban vehicles

(see Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1 Based on the statistical survey it 

would be preferred to give unprotected road 

user protection scores a more decisive role in the 

weighting process when calculating crash t

scores. 

  

Another difference is the velocities at 

which vehicles travel in urban areas

seen in Figure 3.11. Most 

occur at a 50km/h speed limit

assume that the average collision velocity 

would be slightly lower

because of the slowdown prior to the 

accident. This velocity is applied to all 

described new crash tests.

protection assessment, and only 20% from 

pedestrian protection assessment. 

from getting good 

pedestrian test scores could be one 

possible solution in promoting better 

pedestrian protection for urban vehicles 

 

 

Based on the statistical survey it 

would be preferred to give unprotected road 

user protection scores a more decisive role in the 

when calculating crash test 

.  

Another difference is the velocities at 

which vehicles travel in urban areas, as 

. Most urban accidents 

speed limit, thus one can 

assume that the average collision velocity 

would be slightly lower, at 40km/h, 

of the slowdown prior to the 

. This velocity is applied to all 

crash tests. 
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6.1.1 Side Impact by a Heavier Vehicle 

Side impact testing shall be 

conducted between the urban light-weight 

vehicle and a moving deformable impact 

barrier to obtain information on 

accelerations on occupants, head 

protection and to determine whether 

protective interior padding is installed on 

all critical locations. The barrier shall 

correspond to a standard sized road 

vehicle, instead of an equally sized vehicle, 

which for the current European vehicle 

fleet would weigh approximately ∼1 300kg 

[3]. 

 

 

From the simulations we have seen 

that acceleration levels increase rapidly 

only at relatively low weight differences 

and that offset collisions may result in 

further local rises acceleration magnitudes. 

However, the most important safety aspect 

is to prevent intrusion into the passenger 

compartment. Any intrusion could result in 

severe body impact or even crushing of 

body parts. Therefore the impact barrier 

shall be set to impact at the center of 

driver’s upper body. 

The testing should also assess 

whether a light-weight vehicle have an 

increased tendency to roll-over as a result 

of a side impact, and if so evaluate the 

vehicles ability to protect its occupants in 

such events.   

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 A heavier vehicle side impact 

scenario. 
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6.1.2 Side Impact with Narrow Low Mass 

Vehicle 

For urban accidents it is more likely 

that an impact of a narrow object should 

come from a moped or motorcycle, than a 

tree or a pole. The narrow vehicle side 

impact test is used to test the side energy 

absorption zone, assess the structures 

ability to stop intrusion and to see whether 

deformation zones are able to sufficiently 

absorb impact energy on concentrated 

areas and minimizing potentially critical 

accelerations.  

In addition to this the test should 

assess the vehicles ability to protect the 

occupant on the motorcycle. A possible test 

procedure assessing the safety would be to 

impact the vehicle in a similar way as in 

the first side impact scenario described, 

but with a different barrier representing a 

motorcycle with an unbelted occupant 

dummy. 

 

6.1.3 Pedestrian Collision 

It has already been mentioned that 

extra emphasis should be made on 

pedestrian protection, since the primary 

area of use for ULV’s involves much 

interaction with unprotected road users. In 

the event of a collision protecting the 

pedestrian’s feet, lower legs and head are 

of extra concern.  

Structurally the aim is to prevent 

pedestrians hitting hard or sharp objects 

on impact using either softer bodywork, 

pop-up bonnets or maybe even exterior 

airbags when applicable. Because of its 

small size the vehicles ability to protect the 

struck pedestrian extends over its whole 

frontal area and even its roof. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 A pedestrian impact scenario. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 A two-wheeled vehicle side impact 

scenario. 
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6.1.4 Frontal Impact into a Fixed Rigid 

Barrier 

The rigid barrier frontal impact test’s 

aim is to analyze the deformation zones 

ability to minimize critical accelerations 

and prevent intrusion in collisions with 

rigid road-side objects or when striking 

other heavy objects or vehicles with poor 

energy absorbing abilities. Due to its low 

weight, more road side object will be 

perceived rigid than there would be for 

heavy cars.  

  

 

Figure 6.5 A Frontal impact into a rigid object 

scenario. 
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6.2 Conclusions and Summary 

From the survey of current crash test 

methods, the statistical study of the urban 

traffic accident situation and crash 

simulations it is concluded that new crash 

test methods for urban light-weight 

vehicles must take the following aspects 

into consideration: 

• Crash tests have to be designed to 

better represent the actual urban 

traffic situation, which include 

coexistence of vehicles with potentially 

large weight differences and much 

more interaction with unprotected 

road users. 

 

• Consequently, much more emphasis 

must be taken to the protection of 

people outside the vehicle. This road 

user category equal to 68% of all 

fatalities in urban traffic accidents, 

compared to 32% in rural traffic. 

The recommended new crash tests 

scenarios that have been suggested for 

urban light-weight vehicles can be 

summarized as follows: 

• Vehicle-to-vehicle side impact at 

40km/h with a 1 300kg striking 

vehicle to evaluate the occupant 

protection level of the light-weight 

vehicle. 

 

• Vehicle-to-motorcycle side impact at 

40km/h with motorcycle rider 

protection evaluation. 

 

 

 

• Pedestrian protection assessment at 

40km/h over the whole vehicle front 

and roof. 

 

• Rigid barrier impact at 40km/h 

corresponding to an urban single 

vehicle accident into a road side object 

or a collision between two similar 

sized vehicles. 

Among these recommended tests 

some are new and some are additions to 

current crash tests. The test procedures 

currently used in assessing whiplash injury 

protection (Appendix B) has to be 

implemented in the urban vehicle crash 

test procedures, since it has been show in 

statistics that rear-end collisions are a 

common accident in urban areas. 
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Chapter Seven: 

 Future Work 
 

There is a lot of future work that can 

be done to improve the safety of light-

weight vehicles. Questions on whether 

vehicle safety can be improved by 

researching the effects of passive safety 

features need to be examined further. 

Some examples of such features are 

improved interior padding, composite 

material energy absorbing zones and how 

seat design can affect occupant protection.  

Another project could be to attempt 

to evaluate the problem of finding good 

detailed documentation from real-world 

accidents that is comparable between 

different countries [32]. Since real-world 

accidents are the best way to see whether a 

vehicle is safe or not, the need for detailed 

and informative reporting is of great 

importance. The information gained could 

be implemented in the test procedures to 

further improve the crash tests 

correspondence to real-world situations. 

The work closest related to this 

report would be to evaluate the 

recommended crash test scenarios to 

create new detailed safety assessment 

protocols for light-weight urban vehicles. 

The goal would be to create an addition to 

current crash test programs, a New Urban 

Light-weight Vehicle Assessment Program 

(NULVAP) that continuously set new safety 

demands and motivate safety 

improvements for urban light-weight 

vehicles. 
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Appendix A – Euro NCAP Test Procedures
 

This appendix gives a s

performed by the European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP)

released its first result in February 1997

and the latest addition to the test procedures is the whiplash test in 

four assessment protocols used in the crash testing procedures

• Assessment Protocol – Adult Occupant Protection

• Assessment Protocol – Child Occupant Protection

• Assessment Protocol – Pedestrian Occupant Protection

• Assessment Protocol – Safety Assist

The tests performed by 

• Frontal impact into deformable barrier at 64km/h

• Car to car side impact into the driver’s door at 50km/h

• Pole side impact into the driver’s door at 2

• Pedestrian protection, representing a 40 km/h impact

• Whiplash, performed using a sled test

These tests are not mandatory, so vehicles are either tested on initiative by 

or by the manufacturers themselves 

Approval (ECWVTA) directive

requirements are higher than th

The crash test score are declared with respect to adult occupant

protection and safety assist features. The overall score is then calculated by weighing these 

scores with respect to each other 

 

 

Vehicle Name and Model
Vehicle model specification 

 

 

Figure A.1 Test results for a vehicle 

pedestrian and safety assist assessment protocols.
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Euro NCAP Test Procedures 

This appendix gives a short description and a brief history of the test procedures 

European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP)

February 1997. In 2003 the child protection rating was introduced 

on to the test procedures is the whiplash test in 2008. Currently there are 

assessment protocols used in the crash testing procedures: 

Adult Occupant Protection 

Child Occupant Protection 

Pedestrian Occupant Protection 

Safety Assist 

by Euro NCAP are: 

into deformable barrier at 64km/h 

into the driver’s door at 50km/h 

into the driver’s door at 29km/h 

, representing a 40 km/h impact 

, performed using a sled test 

These tests are not mandatory, so vehicles are either tested on initiative by 

or by the manufacturers themselves [1]. The tests used are based on Whole Vehicle Type 

s by the European Commission [7], but Euro N

requirements are higher than those described in the directive. 

score are declared with respect to adult occupant-, child

protection and safety assist features. The overall score is then calculated by weighing these 

scores with respect to each other [10], and a typical rating may look as in Figure A.1

Name and Model 

  

a vehicle showing model identification and star rating based on adult, child, 

pedestrian and safety assist assessment protocols. [33] 

Euro NCAP Test Procedures 

of the test procedures 

European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro NCAP). The program 

the child protection rating was introduced 

Currently there are 

These tests are not mandatory, so vehicles are either tested on initiative by Euro NCAP 

Whole Vehicle Type 

Euro NCAP’s performance 

, child- and pedestrian 

protection and safety assist features. The overall score is then calculated by weighing these 

Figure A.1. 

 

 
 

 
 

showing model identification and star rating based on adult, child, 
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Currently, since 2009, the weighing of assessment protocols is performed according to 

the following [34]: 

• 50% Assessment Protocol – Adult Occupant Protection 

• 20% Assessment Protocol – Child Occupant Protection 

• 20% Assessment Protocol – Pedestrian Protection 

• 10% Assessment Protocol – Safety Assist 

These scores are only valid between comparable cars of similar weight. Cars with an 

unladen mass within 150kg of one another are considered comparable, others are not. 
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A.1 Frontal Impact 

Euro NCAP frontal impact tests are performed at an impact velocity of 64km/h, 8km/h 

higher than limits legislated by ECWVTA. The test shall represent two similar cars colliding 

with each other in a 40% offset impact, which is considered as the most common traffic 

accident resulting in severe injury or death. 40% meaning that the 40% of the vehicles frontal 

structure is struck in the impact. 

 
Figure A.2 Frontal impact crash test setup. [33] 

The goal with the test is to assess if there are any contact between the occupant and 

intruding objects for belted adult occupants. It does also encourage the use of seat belt 

pretensioners, load limiters and dual stage airbags to improve the protection against large 

forces transmitted to the occupant. 

Another promoted feature is the removal of hazardous structures, like the facia, that 

may impact the occupant’s knees. These impact forces are known to cause severe, long term 

and disabling skeletal injuries to knees and hip joints. The protection level is assessed using a 

frontal impact crash test dummy which measure accelerations, forces, deflections and 

deformations. 

Measures: On body part: 

Accelerations Head, chest and pelvis 

Forces Neck, femurs and upper and lower tibia 

Deflections Knees 

Deformations Chest 

  

 

 
Figure A.3 Crash test dummy results are presented using a five step scale. [33] 
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A.2 Car to Car Side Impact 

Car side impact tests are performed by using a movable deformable barrier as seen in 

Figure A.4. The impact is centered at the driver’s door at an impact velocity of 50km/h.  

 
Figure A.4 Car to car side impact test setup. [33] 

The aim with the test procedure is to assess any intrusion and occupant protection 

obtained from the cars side structure, but also to encourage the implementation of side 

airbags. To assess the occupant protection a side impact test dummy is used. Measures that 

are recorded are accelerations, forces, moments and deflections. 

Measures: On body part: 

Accelerations Head, thorax, ribs and pelvis 

Forces Shoulders, abdomen, backplate, thorax, pubic symphysis and femurs 

Moments Backplate and thorax 

Deflections Ribs 

  

 

 
Figure A.5 Side impact crash test dummy rating. [33] 
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A.3 Pole Side Impact 

The pole side impact tests goal is to encourage the fitting of head protection devices 

such as side impact head or curtain airbags and padding. Since the pole is relatively narrow, 

10’’, or 254mm, major intrusion is a common result. The test is performed by propelling the 

vehicle into a rigid pole at 29km/h, representing the vehicle skidding into a pole or a tree, see 

Figure A.6. 

 
Figure A.6 Pole side impact test setup. [33] 

Since 2009 this test is mandatory in the assessment process, and focuses on head, chest 

and abdomen protection. Before 2009 it was an optional test for manufacturers to 

demonstrate the efficiency of their head protection features. 

Measures: On body part: 

Accelerations Head, thorax, ribs and pelvis 

Forces Shoulder, abdomen, backplate, thorax, pubic symphysis and femurs 

Moments Backplate and thorax 

Deflections Rib 

  

 

 
Figure A.7 Pole side impact crash test dummy rating. [33] 
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A.4 Pedestrian Protection 

The pedestrian protection protocol has been a part of Euro NCAP since the start in 1997. 

Up to 2009 this test had a separate star rating but is now an integral part of the overall rating 

scheme seen in Figure A.1. Euro NCAP performs a series of tests to evaluate the pedestrian 

protection for both adult and child pedestrians. During the tests individual vehicle 

components are assessed to have a better control of the pedestrian impact locations. A 

legform is used to test the protection of the lower leg towards the front bumper, an upper 

legform to test the protection towards the leading edge of the bonnet and a child and adult 

headform to test the protection towards the bonnet top area and windscreen. The tests shall 

represent an impact velocity of 40km/h. 

 
Figure A.8 Pedestrian impact test setup and rating system. [33] 

Body impactor: Injury criterion: 

Legform Upper tibia acceleration, knee bending angle and shear displacement 

Upper legform Sum of impact forces and bending moment 

Child/small adult headform Head injury criterion 

Adult headform Head injury criterion 
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A.5 Whiplash Protection 

The whiplash testing procedure is not a crash test involving the actual vehicle, but 

instead the seat and head rest assembly. The test is performed with the use of a crash sled on 

which the vehicle seat with a crash test dummy is fitted. The sled is then subjected to three 

different crash pulses with varying severity; low, medium and high. The low severity pulse 

accelerates the sled to approximately ∆v=16km/h in 100ms, and the high severity pulse to 

approximately ∆v=25km/h in 100ms [23][36]. These pulses are derived from both real world 

crashes and insurance industry research. The whole concept of whiplash injury is not yet 

entirely understood, especially the injury causing mechanisms of it, but the high frequency of 

this injury type has motivated Euro NCAP to include it into its adult occupant protection 

protocol since January 2009. 

 

 
Figure A.9 Rear impact whiplash rating. [33] 

 

Measures: On body part: 

Accelerations Neck 

Rebound velocity Head 

Shear forces Upper neck 

Tension forces Upper neck 

Head restraint contact time Head 

Moment Neck 
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A.6 Child Protection 

The child occupant protection is a part of the frontal and car-to-car side impact testing 

procedures, but also addresses usability of the child restraints (CRS). Since it has shown that 

many child restraint users fail to secure the restraint safely to the car, Euro NCAP encourage 

improvements to child restraint design and the installation of standardized mountings such as 

ISOFIX. 

In the testing, dummies representing 18 month and 3 year old children are used (Figure 

A.10-A.11), and the score depends on the child seats dynamic performance in frontal and side 

impact tests. Additionally, fitting instructions, airbag warning labels and the vehicles ability to 

accommodate the child restraint safely is also included in the overall scoring. 

 
Figure A.10 Child protection testing  

rating scheme of 18 month old child. [33] 

 
Figure A.11 Child protection testing  

rating scheme of 3 year old child. [33] 

 

Between November 2003 and January 2009 the child occupant protection had a separate 

star rating scheme, but as of 2009 the child protection score is an integral part of the overall 

rating scheme. The points on which the assessment is made are described briefly below: 

A.6.1 Dynamic Assessment 

Category: Description: 

Ejection The child is securely restrained and not ejected from the seat 

Head contact with the vehicle Either direct evidence of contact or peak resultant acceleration >80g 
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A.6.2 Frontal Impact 

Category: Description: 

Head contract with the CRS In presence of contact results depend on the peak acceleration 

Head excursion (forward facing CRS) Measures the distance travelled by the head 

Head exposure (Rearward facing CRS) The head must be contained within the CRS shell, no 

compressive loads may occur 

Neck tension (Rearward facing CRS) Measures the head vertical acceleration 

Chest Measures the resultant and the absolute value of the vertical 

acceleration of the chest 

A.6.3 Side Impact 

Category: Description: 

Head containment The CRS must provide some energy absorption from intruding objects 

Head contact with the CRS In presence of contact results depend on the peak acceleration  

  

A.6.4 Child Restraint Based Assessment 

Category:  

Child restraint marking  

Additional marking requirements (ISOFIX CRS)  

Additional marking requirements (Vehicle specific CRS)  

CRS to vehicle interface  

Additional interface requirements (Universal CRS)  

Additional interface requirements (ISOFIX & other CRS)  

  

A.6.4 Vehicle Based Assessment 

Category: Description: 

Use of CRS on the front seat  

Airbag warning, marking  

Airbag disabling  

Provision of three-point seat belts  

Gabarit Child seat compatibility with fitted adult seat belts 

All passenger seats suitable for CRS  
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A.7 Safety Assisting Equipment 

Unlike all other Euro NCAP testing procedures, the safety assist functions do not require 

any destructive testing. The aim with the protocol is promote standard fitment of safety 

assisting equipment such as Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Anti-Locking Brakes (ABS), Seat 

Belt Reminders and Speed Limitation Devices. The scoring of these systems is based on 

primarily the fitment of such equipment and secondary on the performance of this equipment.
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Appendix B – Crash Simulations 
 

To estimate the wide variety of outcomes for a light-weight urban vehicle in collisions 

with other often heavier vehicles, several mathematical methods derived from real crash 

situations have been used to construct a parametric study of light-weight vehicle safety. The 

models that have been developed simulate side-, rigid barrier- and rear-end impact crash 

scenarios. These simulations do not include any in depth structural analysis of the vehicle 

body or deformation structure, neither does it include any analysis of vehicle occupant crash 

responses. The forces acting on a vehicle in an impact are linked in a complex way since 

different parts of the vehicle has individual accelerations. In the model the vehicle is 

considered as having an energy absorbing structure that undergoes the crushing process, 

while the rest of the vehicle is considered as a rigid body. These calculations will not give the 

exact solution but it will retain the most important features of the vehicles crash behavior. All 

calculations are performed using the numerical computing program MATLAB. 

B.1 Barrier Impact 

The vehicle-to-barrier impact is modeled as a damper/spring-mass model, where the 

energy absorbing structure’s performance is represented by a spring and a damper. The 

spring and damper correspond to the deformation structures elasticity and compliance, 

referred to as the coefficient of restitution and the structural index respectively. Average values 

of these parameters are found in literature, where the coefficient of restitution for deformation 

structures lies between e2 = 0.05-0.20 [28] and the structural index around β0 ≈ 2.00 [28]. 

Notation 

#$ Coefficient of restitution %& Structural index '& Impact start-time ( Non-dimensional time interval '$ Duration of the impact ' Time step interval �$ Initial velocity 

 

 

 

 

The vehicle-to-barrier model is used to compute the impact deceleration, which mainly 

depend on two impact parameters, velocity and deformation length. In crash testing the impact 

accelerations are measured with the use of accelerometers, from which both velocity change 

 
Figure B.1 The spring/damper-mass model used 

for rigid barrier impact simulations. The occupant 

compartment is considered as an undeformable 

part of the vehicle. 
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and crushing distance are computed. Since physical crash testing is not covered within the 

scope of this report, impact accelerations are approximated by using empirical laws and 

formulations found in literature (see Figure B.2) based on real-life crash results [28], see 

Equation B.1: 

Acceleration 

 

Figure B.2 Force on the vehicle in an impact with an  

obstacle as function of time. The solid line is an experimental  

curve and the dashed from mathematical empirical law [28].  

" = ( ∙ )1 − (+, ∙ �∙�-�.  (1) Equation B.1 

Where ( =  �
�., is the non-dimensional time )0 ≤ ( ≤ 1+, (2) 

% = %& − )%& − 1+ ∙ #$, and (3) 

2 = −)1 + #$+ ∙ )% + 1+ ∙ )% + 2+,  (4) 

β and c are non-dimensional constants. By integrating the equation describing the 

acceleration (Equation B.1 (1)) the change in velocity is obtained: 

Velocity 

� = −2�& 4)567+89:
,;5 − )567+89.

,;$ < + = (1) Equation B.2 

"' ' = 0, � = �& (2) 

= = �& 41 + �),;5+∙),;$+< (3) 

Further integration of Equation B.2 (1) gives the deformation distance: 

Deformation 

> = �&'$ ?−)1 − #$+ 4)1 − (+,;$ − ,;5
,;@ )1 − (+,;@< − #$( + =5A (1) Equation B.3 
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"' ' = 0, > = 0 (2) 

=5 = $)5;�.+
,;@  (3) 

With these equations we have the foundation from which we obtain information 

regarding decelerations. The only vehicle-based parameter, except the elasticity and 

compliance that we must determine is the maximum allowed length of the deformation 

structure. Knowing that we are dealing with collision safety for very small vehicles we can 

define limitations on the maximum length of the energy absorbing areas, which generally are 

relatively short. The duration of the impact for different configurations of deformation lengths 

is calculated through iteration of Equation B.3.  
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B.2 Side Impact 

The theory of collisions between two vehicles is based on the barrier impact theory. In a 

single vehicle barrier impact the impact energy depends on the vehicles mass and velocity. In 

the same way, the impact energy in a vehicle-to-vehicle impact depends on the combined 

structure mass, referred to as the effective mass, and the relative approaching velocity. The 

velocity change and acceleration of each vehicle involved in the impact are computed by using 

Newton’s theory of conservation of momentum. 

Notation 

�� Initial velocity of vehicle n �� Weight of vehicle n #� Coefficient of restitution of vehicle n %� Structural index of vehicle n '& Impact start-time ( Non-dimensional time interval '$ Duration of the impact �5$ Relative impact velocity between 

colliding vehicles B� Mass reduction factor of vehicle n C Impact location away from center of 

gravity 

 

 

 

 

 

Initially calculations are performed in the same way as for the barrier impact simulation 

by assuming the deformation length to obtain the duration of the impact. In the side impact 

test the side struck vehicle is considered as having no significant energy absorbing side 

structure, see Equation B.4. The struck vehicle is also considered as standing still. 

Deformation on each vehicle 

>5 = �5$ ∙ ' ∙ D5;�:,:;5E ∙ �2 − )1 − (+),:;$+ ∙ )2 + )%5 + 1+ ∙ (+ − #5 ∙ (� (1) Equation B.4 

>$ = 0, no deformation length, only rigid structure (2) 

By iterating Equation B.4 in the same way as for the barrier impact scenario the impact 

duration during which the vehicles remain in full contact is calculated. 

 

 
Figure B.3 Definitions of the side impact collision 

models parameters and coordinate system. 
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Velocity change for the effective mass system 

���������� = �5$ ∙ D)1 + #5+ ∙ �1 − ( ∙ )%5 + 1+� ∙ )1 − (+),:;5+ − #5E (1) Equation B.5 

Calculations are performed on the effective-mass system and give the total response for 

both vehicles as one unit. To obtain the individual response on each vehicle the equivalency 

between the effective-mass system and the individual vehicle mass of the two-mass system is 

used. This equivalency is described in Equation B.6: 

B5 = F.F:;F. , vehicle one mass reduction factor (1) Equation B.6 

B$ = F:F:;F. , vehicle two mass reduction factor (2) 

�� = F:∙F.F:;F. , effective mass of the system, (moving mass) (3) 

Velocity change for each vehicle 

By using the mass reduction relationships (Equation B.6 (1), (2)) the total velocity 

change of the effective-mass system can be converted to the individual velocity change for 

each individual vehicle in the two-mass system, see Equation B.7. 

∆�5 = ���������� ∙ B5 (1) Equation B.7 

∆�$ = ���������� ∙ B$ (2) 

Accelerations on each vehicle 

In the same way as for the velocity change, the accelerations are calculated accordingly: 

"��������� = ( ∙ )1 − (+,: ∙ �:∙�:.�.  (1) Equation B.8 

"5 = "��������� ∙ B5 (2) 

"$ = "��������� ∙ B$ (3) 

With these equations one can investigate how results on vehicle accelerations and 

velocity vary when parameters for restitution, compliance and deformation length are 

changed. Some results showing differences in velocity change and accelerations between two 

vehicles with different mass are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Acceleration magnitudes at arbitrary points and angular accelerations 

In an offset side impact the struck vehicle will be subjected to rotation, initiated at the 

point of impact. The angular velocity and acceleration depend on weight difference between 

the colliding vehicles and the impact location. Too assess the impact severity of a vehicle 

subjected to an offset impact the theory of circle of constant acceleration (COCA) is used [30]. 

The rotation initiated by the offset impact, result in different acceleration magnitudes and 

directions at different locations of the vehicle. The calculations will determine whether there 

are any particularly good or bad locations in the vehicle where the acceleration magnitudes 

are large making them bad positions for the vehicles occupants. 

The theory of the circle of constant acceleration 

Figure B.4 illustrates the theory of the circle of constant accelerations where point C is 

the center of the circle, which is the point where the lateral acceleration is equal to zero. This 

point moves depending on the striking vehicles impact location, Ft. ρ is the radius of the circle, 

which represents the distance between point C and the arbitrary location of the occupant, Q. 

Along the whole arch of the circle the acceleration magnitude is the same, and the direction is 

the tangent of the circle at point Q. 

 
Figure B.4 Circle of constant acceleration, depicted with C as center point. G is the vehicles center of mass. 

N is the point along the centerline where the force is acting [30]. 

Notation 

� Mass of struck body G Location of the center of mass, and the origin of the system C Momentum arm of the impact force, perpendicular distance from G to the line of force H Distance from the  center of mass, C, and the occupant location Q I Location of occupant J Angle from centerline between the center of mass and the occupant location K Angular acceleration � Yaw radius of gyration of the struck vehicle about the center of gravity "L Acceleration on the occupant "M  Acceleration on the vehicle center of mass 2 Acceleration ratio N� X-coordinate of the center of the circle constant acceleration O Radius of the circle of constant acceleration 
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Occupant accelerations 

The acceleration on the struck vehicles center of mass has already been obtained in 

Equation B.8, and we are now searching to find the acceleration and acceleration direction for 

an arbitrary point Q, referred to the occupant location. The acceleration in x- and y-direction 

for Q is described in Equation B.9 [30]. 

"LP = K ∙ H ∙ >Q�J = R∙�ST. ∙ H ∙ >Q�J (1) Equation B.9 

"L = "M − K ∙ H ∙ 2U>J = "M D1 − R
T. ∙ H ∙ 2U>JE (2) 

"L$ = "LP$ + "L$ , resultant acceleration. (3) 

Acceleration magnitudes 

aQ is the acceleration for location Q. To easier compare the results between different 

arbitrary occupant locations the acceleration-ratio is introduced. This will show how much 

larger or smaller the acceleration is for a specific location compared to the acceleration of the 

vehicles center of mass. 

2 = �V�S, acceleration ratio between location Q and G, see Figure B.3.  Equation B.10 

aG is the acceleration of the vehicle’s center of mass. 

Location and size of the circle of constant acceleration 

To illustrate the acceleration-ratio results the circle of constant acceleration is plotted 

on top of an outline of the examined vehicle, using the parameters:  

N� = T.
W  , length-wise coordinate of center of circle, point C. (1) Equation B.11 

O = 2 ∙ T.
W = 2 ∙ N�, radius of circle which is the distance between C & Q (2) 

Both four-wheeled and three-wheeled vehicle configurations, with different inertia 

properties are examined together with different occupant locations and different center of 

mass locations. The four-wheeled vehicle is given the assumed shape of a rectangle, and the 

three-wheeled the shape of a triangle when defining their gyradius properties.  

Two seating setups are examined, side-by-side and tandem. In the tandem seating 

configurations the driver is seated 0.15m in front of the vehicles center of mass, and the 

passenger 0.75m behind it, except for the case presented in Figure B.9. This is for comparing 

reasons, whether it is possible to actually obtain, of compartment size reasons, are not taken 

into consideration. The results can be seen in Figures B.4 to B.8. A brief description of the 

results is presented in Chapter 5.  
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a)

 

b)

 
 

c)

 

 

d)

 
Figure B.5 Side impact simulation, on a four-wheeled vehicle, showing lateral and angular accelerations of the 

vehicle together with the acceleration magnitudes on occupants. 
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B.2.1 Side Impact in a Four-Wheeled Vehicle with Tandem Seating 

In the offset side impact setups, responses from four different impact locations at 10% 

(a), 37% (b), 63% (c) and 90% (d in Figure B.5) of the struck vehicles total length are 

calculated. Figure B.5 shows the different accelerations on each occupant and the vehicle in a 

40km/h impact between two vehicles with a weight difference of 1050kg. The vehicles center 

of mass is assumed as located at 1/2 of its length [35]. The occupants are seated in a tandem 

configuration. Note that there are large variations in acceleration multipliers for the occupant 

located the farthest away from the vehicles center of mass (blue arrows, values presented at 

the bottom of each plot), and that the impact location has a large effect on the angular 

acceleration (α).  
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a)

 

b)

 
 

c)

 

 

d)

 
Figure B.6 Side impact simulation, on a four-wheeled vehicle, showing lateral and angular accelerations of the 

vehicle together with the acceleration magnitudes on the occupants. Occupants seated side-by-side. 
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B.2.2 Side Impact in a Four-Wheeled Vehicle with Side-by-Side Seating 

The vehicle model is reconfigured with the occupants seated side-by-side and close to 

the vehicles center of mass (Figure B.6) instead of the tandem configuration. Results show that 

the acceleration multipliers on the occupants then are at a fairly low level compared to the 

previous model. This is because of the closer proximity of the occupants to the vehicles center 

of mass. This effect is obtained for all impact location configurations. 
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a)

 

b)

 
  

c)

 

d)

 
Figure B.7 Side impact simulation, on a three-wheeled vehicle with one front wheel, showing lateral and 

angular accelerations of the vehicle together with the acceleration magnitudes on the occupants. 
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B.2.3 Side Impact in a Front-Wheeled Vehicle with Tandem Seating 

Two different types of symmetrical three-wheeled vehicles are examined, either with 

one or two front wheels. The major differences from the four-wheeled setup are the vehicles 

gyration properties and the location of the vehicles center of mass. In the one front wheel 

setup the center of mass is assumed to be located at 1/3 away from the vehicles rear, which is 

preferred for best handling performance [35]. The results show that the acceleration 

magnitudes are similar to the four-wheeled tandem case. The reason is that the occupants are 

equally close to the center of gravity. The inertia properties do only generate small deviations 

with respect to the acceleration magnitude and multipliers. On the other hand, the angular 

accelerations increase substantially because of the large distance between the center of mass 

and the impact location in some cases, see Figure B.7d.  
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a)

 

b)

 
 

c)

 

 

d)

 
Figure B.8 Side impact simulation, on a three-wheeled vehicle with two front wheels, showing lateral and 

angular accelerations of the vehicle together with the acceleration magnitudes on the occupants.  
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B.2.4 Side Impact in a Three-Wheeled Vehicle with Tandem Seating 

For the three-wheeled vehicle with two front wheels the center of mass is located at 2/3 

of its length from the rear, which is the preferred location for best handling [35].  This setup 

generates significantly larger acceleration multipliers compared to previous setups. Angular 

accelerations are of the same size to those in the single front-wheel case but reciprocal. In 

tandem seating the rearward passenger is exposed to acceleration multipliers up to 3.4 if 

there is a peripheral impact location close to this passenger. The reason for the large 

accelerations is the large distance between the passenger and the vehicles center of mass and 

between the impact location and the vehicles center of mass. 
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a)

 

b)

 
 

c)

 

 

d)

 
Figure B.9 Side impact simulation, on a three-wheeled vehicle with two front wheels, showing lateral and 

angular accelerations of the vehicle together with the acceleration magnitudes on the occupants. 
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B.2.5 Side Impact in a Three-Wheeled Vehicle with Moved Center of Mass 

Moving the center of mass so that it is located closer to the occupants has the effect that 

the acceleration multipliers on them decrease. This also has the effect of smaller angular 

accelerations on the vehicle. Moving the center of mass might inflict on the handling of the 

vehicle but it would improve the vehicles safety performance in an offset side impact. In the 

scenario presented below (Figure B.9) the vehicles center of mass is located at centered 

between the occupants, whereas the occupants are located at the same location as in Figure 

B.8.  
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B.3 Critical Rollover Velocity due to Side Impact 

Research has shown that a direct cause to vehicle rollover may be a side impact, 

especially for small and narrow vehicles. Parameters that determine the rollover threshold is 

track width of the struck vehicle, weight difference between the colliding vehicles and the 

impact height relative to the center of mass of the struck vehicle. The rollover threshold 

decrease as road friction decrease, therefore the more extreme cases of a dry road will be 

examined. In literature it is found that the coefficient of friction between a rubber tire and a 

dry asphalt road surface is approximately µ = 0.85 [24]. Figure B.10 and B.11 describes the two 

scenarios that are addressed; Side impact by a car, and side impact by a motorcycle. 

  

Notation 

ℎ��� Center of gravity height above ground for vehicle n �� Weight of vehicle n, driver included ' Half-wheel track ℎ Center of gravity height/half-wheel track ratio =Y Roll radius of gyration/half-wheel track ratio =Z Yaw radius of gyration/half-wheel track ratio [ Struck vehicle/striking vehicle mass ratio [� Struck vehicle/rider(s) mass ratio [F Struck vehicle/striking motorcycle mass ratio " Vertical height of striking object above struck vehicle center of gravity/half-wheel track 

ratio \ Coefficient of friction between tires and road surface (µ ≈ 0.85) N Horizontal distance from longitudinal axis of struck vehicle and motorcycle rider impact 

point K Ratio of longitudinal to lateral impulse, (α = 1 represents a stationary vehicle) ] Longitudinal distance from center of gravity to impact center/half-wheel track ratio 

 

 

Figure B.11 The critical rollover velocity model 

side impact with a motorcycle. 

 

Figure B.10 The critical rollover velocity model 

for side impact with a car. 
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Central car side impact 

Figure B.10 and B.11 illustrates side impacts by either a car or a motorcycle. The 

rotation is assumed to occur at the contact point between the road and the wheel on the 

opposite side of the impact if the contact point is located above the center of mass. In the 

opposite case, with a low contact point, the rotation is assumed to be towards the striking 

vehicle around the impact point. Both vertical and horizontal impulses are included in the 

model, and the struck vehicle is not constrained horizontally in any way except for the tire-to-

road friction. The velocity that initiates the rollover in a car side impact is presented in 

Equation B.12 [24] (notations are presented on the previous page): 

�� = )$∙�∙�+-._
� ∙ `��.;5�-._6�

ab.;�.;5 c&.d ∙ D5;e
� E ∙ )1 + =Y$+ ∙ `1 − f∙�

�5;ab.� + �∙)�6f+
�5;ab.�∙)5;e+c Equation B.12 

Central motorcycle side impact 

For collisions with a motorcycle the side collision is a two stage impact: first that of the 

motorcycle, then that of the rider or riders. The critical aspect in this collision is not the 

impact from the motorcycle as much as it is from the impact by the rider. The height of the 

motorcycle impact is generally low, and in this model assumed to be at the same height as the 

struck vehicles center of mass, which is set at hc.g = 0.50m. The impact of the rider on the other 

hand is assumed to potentially be very high. Because of the initial impact of the motorcycle the 

struck vehicle will have a sliding velocity before it is struck by the rider. As a result of this the 

pre-impact velocity of the motorcycle and rider causing the rollover will be slightly higher 

than that obtained in Equation B.12. Consequently, being hit by a light-weight motorcycle 

rather than a heavy one would result in a greater risk of rolling over. Equation B.13 describes 

the motorcycle impact [24]: 

�F� = )$∙�∙�+-._
� ∙ D5;egeg E ∙ `��.;5�-._6�

ab.;�.;5 c&.d ∙ D5;eh� E ∙  Equation B.13 

∙ )1 + =Y$+ ∙ `1 − f∙�
�5;ab.� + �∙)�6f+

�5;ab.�∙)5;eh+c  

Offset car side impact 

When the impact location is offset relative to the struck vehicles center of mass, the yaw 

radius of gyration, KY, must be taken into consideration, as shown in Equation B.14 and B.15: 

��,i = )$∙�∙�+-._
� ∙ `��.;5�-._6�

ab.;�.;5 c&.d ∙ Equation B.14 

∙ j�1 + [ + ]$ − K ∙ ] ∙ )N − \ ∙ "+
=Z$ � ∙ )=Y$ + 1 − \ ∙ ℎ+ + "$ − " ∙ \k 
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Offset motorcycle side impact 

�F�,i = )$∙�∙�+-._
� ∙ `��.;5�-._6�

ab.;�.;5 c&.d ∙ Equation B.15 

∙ j�1 + [ + ]$ − K ∙ ] ∙ )N − \ ∙ "+
=Z$ � ∙ )=Y$ + 1 − \ ∙ ℎ+ + "$ − " ∙ \k ∙ �)[F + 1+ ∙ =Z$ + ]$

[F ∙ =Z$ � 

Approximate average parameter values 

Some approximate parameter values that are useful in the calculations are presented 

below. These values are average values found in literature [24]. 

Motorcycle seat height:  0.68-0.88m 

 Motorcycle rider at upright stance: 0.235-0.28m 

 Motorcycle rider at crouched stance: 0.175-0.22m 

Rollover threshold summary 

Calculations show that the most critical minimum rollover velocities depend on aspects 

such as vehicle inertia properties which relates to vehicle geometry, and the weight difference 

between the colliding vehicles. Results with varying track width, mass-ratio and impact height 

is presented in Figure B.12 to B.14. These results are also briefly presented in words in 

Chapter 5. Calculations also shows that offset impacts are less critical with respect to the 

minimum rollover velocity, meaning that the critical velocity increases compared to a central 

impact. 
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Four-wheeled vehicle struck by a heavier car 

 

 

Three-wheeled vehicle struck by a heavier car 

 

 

Figure B.12 Plots showing the critical rollover velocity, for a four- and three-wheeled vehicle, when struck sideways 

by a car and how it depends on track width, mass-ratio and the difference in center of gravity height. 
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B.3.1 Critical Rollover Velocity in a Car Impact 

The results from the calculations for a car impact are presented below, showing how the 

critical rollover velocity depends on weight difference, track width and the impacts location 

relative to the center of mass. There are two possible rollover scenarios: If the impact is 

located above the struck vehicles center of mass the vehicle will rollover towards the non-

struck side, away from the impact. In the opposite case if the impact is located below the 

center of mass the vehicle will roll towards the striking vehicle, possibly landing on top of it. 

Impacts at heights equal to the center of mass will result in a sliding motion of the struck 

vehicle, unless it strikes any curb or other roadside object. Simulation results are shown in 

Figure B.12.  
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Four-wheeled vehicle struck by a motorcycle with one rider 

 

 

Three-wheeled vehicle struck by a motorcycle with one rider 

 

 

Figure B.13 Plots showing the critical rollover velocity, for a four- and three-wheeled vehicle, when struck sideways 

by a motorcycle with one rider and how it depends on track width, mass-ratio and the difference in center of gravity 

height. 
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B.3.2 Critical Rollover Velocity in a Motorcycle Impact 

In the case of a motorcycle impacting a vehicle the crucial rollover factor is the height 

where the rider strikes the vehicle. Results show that high impact locations may result in 

rollover at very low impact velocities, especially for low-weight, narrow vehicles. As the mass 

of the struck vehicle increase the critical rollover velocity rapidly increase. This is also the 

result when the struck vehicles track width increase.  
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Four-wheeled vehicle struck by a motorcycle with two riders 

 

 

Three-wheeled vehicle struck by a motorcycle with two riders 

 

 

Figure B.14 Plots showing the critical rollover velocity, for a four- and three-wheeled vehicle, when struck sideways 

by a motorcycle with two riders and how it depends on track width, mass-ratio and the difference in center of 

gravity height. 
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B.3.3 Critical Rollover Velocity in a Motorcycle Impact with Two Riders 

In the case of two riders on the motorcycle the critical rollover velocity decrease further 

compared to the single rider case because of the large mass impacting the top structure of the 

struck vehicle.  
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B.4 Rear-end Impact 

The aim with the rear-end impact simulations is to obtain information regarding 

velocity change in order to compare them to real-life crash pulses used in rear-end impact 

testing. The most common injury caused by rear-end impacts are whiplash neck injuries, 

where the exact injury causes are still not entirely understood. Despite this fact there is 

specific crash pulses used today in whiplash protection testing.  The tests currently in use by 

Euro NCAP accelerates the sled to between 16km/h and 25km/h in 100milliseconds [36][23], 

which will be the reference pulse in the calculations. The deformation structure parameters 

coefficient of restitution and the structural index are assumed to be the same in both vehicles in 

this model. 

Notation 

#5$ Coefficient of restitution %5$ Structural index �� Weight of vehicle l Deformation '& Impact start-time ( Non-dimensional time interval '$ Duration of the impact �� Initial velocity B Mass reduction factor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Velocity change for the effective mass system 

���������� = �5$ ∙ D)1 + #5$+ ∙ �1 − ( ∙ )%5$ + 1+� ∙ )1 − (+),:.;5+ − #5$E  Equation B.16 

Calculations are performed on the effective-mass system which gives the total response 

for both vehicles. Equivalency between the effective-mass system and each mass of the two-

mass system are described in Equation B.6: 

 
Figure B.15 The rear end impact model. 
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Velocity change on each vehicle 

B5 = F.F:;F. (1) (Equation B.6) 

B$ = F:F:;F. (2) 

By using the mass reduction relationships the total velocity change of the effective mass 

system can be converted to the individual velocity change for each individual vehicle in the 

two-mass system, see Equation B.7. 

∆�5 = ���������� ∙ B5 (1) (Equation B.7) 

∆�$ = ���������� ∙ B$ (2) 

 


